
Site: Land Bounded by Sincil Street, Waterside South, 

Melville Street, Tentercroft Street and High Street, 

Lincoln 

Application No: 2015/0498/F 

Target Date:  

Agent: Globe Consultants Ltd 

Applicant: City of Lincoln 

Development:  Demolition of existing bus station buildings, existing 

pedestrian footbridge between St Mary’s Street and the 

Tentercroft Street car park, the single storey railway 

station store/outbuilding and the existing station 

footbridge connecting the platforms within Lincoln 

Central railway station. Erection of a new bus station, 

multi-storey public car park, new pedestrian footbridge 

over the railway connecting the areas north and south 

of the railway station as well as the platforms; surface 

car parking; two four storey buildings comprising 

6250sqm of ground floor retailing with residential 

apartments over (Block A) and Offices (Block B); 

revised layout of roads and accesses; landscaping of 

the public realm (REVISED PLANS). 

 

Background 
 
Site Location 
The Site consists of an area of land bounded by Tentercroft Street and the southern 
boundary of the railway station (Lincoln Central) to the south; Melville Street and 
Pelham Bridge to the east; St Mary’s Street, Norman Street and the existing Lincoln 
City Bus Station to the north; and High Street and Sincil Street to the west.  
 
The site lies on the eastern edge of the city's historic core within a transitional area 
between smaller scale retail properties and larger scale industrial buildings dating to 
the Victorian period. To the north of the application site lies the River Witham which 
connects to the River Trent via the Fossdyke canal at Torksey and to the sea at 
Boston. 
 
The Sincil Dyke flood alleviation drain connects to the River Witham and runs through 
the application site. It is partially culverted as it passes under the railway station and 
northwards. Currently two major arterial roads lie within or adjacent to the application 
site, these being the A57 (St Mary's Street) and A15 (Melville Street). 
 
The railway line connecting to the East Coast Mainline lies centrally within the 
application area and effectively bisects the site with a level crossing point located on 
the High Street to the west. 



 
Most of the Site is contained within the City of Lincoln Cathedral and City Centre 
Conservation Areas (No. 1). 
 
Description of Development 
The proposed development aims to provide a comprehensive transport solution for the 
city incorporating a new bus station, pedestrian/platform footbridge and multi-storey 
car park. In addition there would be significant improvements to the public realm as 
well as new retail, residential and office accommodation.  
 
Bus Station 
The existing Lincoln City bus station handles in excess of 100,000 passenger journeys 
per week. The proposed new bus station would replace the nearby existing station 
located below the deck of the Thornbridge car park. The existing station comprises 12 
no. stands for scheduled local bus services run in majority by local service provider 
Stagecoach plus a stand for scheduled coach services. The new station would 
accommodate a 20% increase in capacity creating 14 no. dedicated local bus stands 
plus a switch-able bay to accommodate either local bus services or temporary rail 
replacement coach services. This would result in 15 no. stands for normal local bus 
operations.  
 
The bus station building would accommodate: 

Main concourse incorporating passenger waiting and seating at head of stand 

Male, female and accessible public toilets 

Dedicated baby change facility 

Travel kiosk with staffed help desk, travel and local information 

Travel information and ticket vending facilities on concourse 
 
In addition to the above public facilities the station would include operational 
accommodation comprising drivers mess room, toilets, cash-up facility and station 
manager’s office. 
 
The main bus station concourse is formed as a single storey building with canopy roof 
over-sailing the head of stand to offer cover from concourse to vehicle. The Building 
would take a linear form running east/west along the re-aligned Oxford Street. This 
orientation is roughly parallel to the rail corridor to the south. Within the vehicle apron 
the bus and coach stands are arranged in a drive-in-reverse-out (DIRO) arrangement.  
 
Footbridge 
The proposed pedestrian bridge would offer a combined public right of way and 
Network Rail railway station crossing replacing 2 existing pedestrian bridges; the 
existing public right of way bridge linking north south between Oxford Street and the 
surface car parks of Tentercroft Street and the pedestrian access bridge between 
platforms within the station. 
 
The proposed bridge would be a fully enclosed and accessible north south link, located 
to the east of the existing railway station, with new landscaped public space to each 
end. It would be a braced truss structure forming the main span between supports. 
Set within and behind this would be an aluminium framed, glazed screen with mixed 
coloured and clear glass panels offering views into and out of the bridge.  



 
Multi Storey Car Park 
The proposed Multi-Storey Car Park (MSCP) would provide 964 parking spaces. It 
would be arranged between two connected rectangular blocks, the northern block (5 
storeys) and the southern block (4 storeys) which form a truncated “L” shape on plan.  
Within 964 spaces 62 would be dedicated accessible spaces distributed over all levels. 
Initially 6 dedicated electric vehicle charging spaces would be provided at ground floor 
level, however the infrastructure would be provided to facilitate the future expansion 
of this provision to 38 spaces in total. A total of 50 motorcycle parking bays would be 
provided 29 of which would be fitted with security devices. The operational 
requirements generate approximately 31,372sqm of accommodation.  
 
Blocks A and B 
The proposed development is divided into two blocks; block A to the west and block B 
to the east. The blocks would form the northern edge to the re-aligned Oxford Street. 
 
Within the blocks a mixed use development could be provided as follows. 

 A ground floor level retail unit of approximately 4-500m² 

 A range of flats including studio, 1-bed and 2-bed apartments 

 Commercial offices designed so that they could be let in suites of 150-400m² 

 Essential staff and visitor parking on site to the rear of Block B 
 
On Oxford St, Block A rises from three storeys opposite the bus station, to a fourth 
hidden behind a mono-pitch roof facing the MSCP. Block B would be four storeys in 
height. 
 
Public Realm/Piazza 
A new Piazza linking all elements of the hub would be created and would be the arrival 
point for pedestrians using the new hub facility. The railway station entrance, 
footbridge landing point, bus station entrance and core stair tower of the MSCP all 
arrive at this central area. This area would be repaved and the newly aligned St Marys 
Street would create a new public area.   
 
Tentercroft Street Car Park and Pocket Park 
To the south of the railway line a new 138 space Network Rail car park would be 
created along with an 89 space shoppers car park. This would also include motorcycle 
parking and public wc’s. The Network Rail car park is to replace the car park lost to 
the north of the Railway Station where the new bus station would be located. To the 
east of these new car parks a landscaped area “pocket park” would be created which 
would create a riverside walk and pedestrian link to the Park Ward to the south.  
 
Highways Works 
The design of the revised highway layout would enable access along St Mary's Street 
to be maintained as a 30mph carriageway but vehicle speed would be managed 
through surface treatments. The carriageway would be narrowed to single lane on 
both sides. The multi storey car park would be accessed via a slip road from Melville 
Street. 
 
Vehicular access to the rail station frontage would remain via a modified entry/exit 
point from St Mary's Street. This is in accordance with Network Rail/East Midland 



Trains requirements to rationalise the vehicular movements at the station frontage. 
Taxi ranks are maintained along the southern kerb-line of St Mary's Street and further 
taxi bays are incorporated within the railway station frontage along with pick-up/drop-
off bays and accessible parking bays.  
 
Planning History 
 
Lindongate (2008/0641/O) 
The Lindongate scheme, permitted in March 2012 included a number of elements 
which now form part of this current application.  
 
Lindongate permitted a mixed-use scheme located in the centre of Lincoln comprising: 
 

 29, 361 square metres to 34, 248 square metres Gross External Area (GEA) of 
Class A1/A2 retail floorspace; 

 3052 square metres to 3902 square metres (GEA) of Class A3 to A5 retail 
floorspace; 

 10 to 21 residential apartments; 
 New Passenger Transport Interchange to include 13 bays and 6/7 bus layover 

spaces with ancillary facilities; 
 850 to 900 car parking spaces (680 to 720 short stay, 20 residential and up to 

150 long stay spaces) and; 
 The provision of a new, re-positioned footbridge over the railway line 

 

 
(Approved Lindongate Scheme)  

 
However the Lindongate scheme was very much a retail led regeneration proposal 
which saw a mixed use for the area with transport improvements as secondary 
elements. This current application is led by the City of Lincoln council and shifts the 



emphasis towards a transport and infrastructure led project which in turn would prompt 
regeneration of the area.  
 
Key to the scale and massing investigations was the desire to produce a design which 
would remain within the parameters set within the approved Lindongate scheme.  
  
Other Relevant Projects 
 
East West Link Road 
This project will link the High Street at its junction with Tentercroft Street to Pelham 
Bridge and Canwick Road. It will act to relieve east/west traffic pressure through the 
city centre, in particular reducing the traffic movements on St Mary's Street. Work 
started at the beginning of November 2014. 

To provide room for the new road to be built, a number of properties have been 
demolished, perhaps most significantly the former Gadsby’s premises which was 
situated on the south side of Tentercroft Street where it meets the High Street. In 
accordance with the requirements of English Heritage the building was taken down 
brick by brick where possible, with existing materials reused in the construction of the 
replacement building. 

On completion the new road will enable the High Street, from St Mary’s Street to St 
Mark’s Street, to be pedestrianised. This will link the area more closely with the existing 
city centre shopping area to the north of the level crossing. Work to provide a new 
footbridge, including lifts, over the railway is already underway and Network Rail 
expects this to be completed early 2016. Improving further the accessibility for the 
many pedestrians, who are delayed by the level crossing when the barriers are closed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cornhill Redevelopment (2015/0381/F) 

The proposal seeks to carry out internal and external alterations to the Grade II listed 
Corn Exchange to create 5 No. Class A1/A3 units; removal of later canopies to the 
perimeter area, front entrance and rear market stall. Erection of extensions to entrance 
and rear market stall area; alterations to Nos. 30-35 Sincil Street incorporating new 
double-height shopfronts, rear extensions and associated alterations and the creation 
of a thoroughfare under No. 33.  

 
(Cornhill Application site boundary) 
 

This Application is part of a much larger regeneration project of the area and closely 
relates to the proposed Transport Hub Project. An overall indicative masterplan has 
been prepared by the applicants of the Cornhill scheme to allow a fuller appreciation 
of the implications of proposals, and to see how each element of the schemes 
interrelate. 
 



 
(Indicative Cornhill Masterplan) 
 

Case Officer Site Visit 
 
Undertaken on various dates. 
 
Issues 
Principle of the development of the site in relation to planning and other relevant 
policies 
The findings of the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Visual amenity and design 
Impact on the character and appearance of the Conservation Area and justification for 
the demolition 
Noise and Air Quality 
Archaeology 
Impact on the highway network 
Contaminated Land 
 



Policies Referred to 
National Planning Policy Framework Paragraphs:- 
14, 32, 40, 49, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63, 124, 125, 128, 129, 131,132, 134, 135,137 
& 138 
 
City of Lincoln Local Plan Policies:- 
Policy 8B: Parking and Servicing Provision in Central Lincoln 
Policy 8C: Management Schemes for publicly available car parks 
Policy 18:Development in Mixed-Use Areas 
Policy 34: Design and Amenity Standards 
Policy 36A: Accessibility in New Developments 
Policy 36B: Public Amenity and Safety 
Policy 55L “Long” Views into and out of the city 
 
Other policies and guidance documents referred to: 
Network Rail guidance for the provision of a weather protected, fully accessible 
and safe pedestrian bridge 
City of Lincoln Council Parking Strategy Delivery Plan 
City Centre Masterplan 
Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 
2011 (as amended) (‘The EIA Regulations’) 
City of Lincoln Council’s Air Quality Action Plan 
Manual for Streets 
 

Consultations 
 
Consultations were carried out in accordance with the Statement of Community 
Involvement, adopted May 2014. 
 
Responses 
 

Stagecoach East Midlands PO Box 15, Deacon Road, 

Lincoln, LN2 4JB  

Historic England Attn. Mr Clive Fletcher 

Environment Agency planninglincoln@environment-

agency.gov.uk  

Waterside House Waterside North 

Lincoln LN2 5HA 

Highways & Planning Lincolnshire County Council 

Lincoln Civic Trust St Mary`s Guildhall 385 High Street  

Lincoln LN5 7RY 

Dave Hallgath & Ron Gatepain - 

Portland Street Improvement Group 

member@hallgath.fsnet.co.uk 



Anglian Water Planning and Equivalence Team 

Thorpe Wood House Thorpe Wood 

Peterborough PE3 6WT 

Helen Woodhouse - Historic England Attn. Mr Clive Fletcher 

Alan M Waddington 25 Viking Way  Metheringham  

Lincolnshire  LN4 3DW 

Lincolnshire Police Police Headquarters 

PO Box 999 Lincoln LN5 7PH 

Ashley Bordoy  British Transport Police 

Nottingham Station  Queen's Road 

Nottingham NG2 3AS 

Natural England - Rachel Bowden Consultation Service 

Hornbeam House Electra Way 

Crewe Business Park 

Crewe Cheshire   CW1 6GJ 

consultations@naturalengland.org.uk 

Network Rail - Tony Rivero Desk 76 Floor 1B 

George Stephenson House Toft Green 

YORK  YO1 6JT 

Lincolnshire Chamber of Commerce & 

Industry 

Commerce House 

Outer Circle Road Lincoln 

LN2 4HY Attn. Mr Simon Beardsley 

Natural England Consultation Service 

Hornbeam House Electra Way 

Crewe Business Park 

Crewe Cheshire   CW1 6GJ 

consultations@naturalengland.org.uk 

Environment Agency planninglincoln@environment-

agency.gov.uk  

Waterside House Waterside North 



Lincoln LN2 5HA 

Lincoln Civic Trust St Mary`s Guildhall 385 High Street  

Lincoln LN5 7RY 

British Transport Police Nottingham Station,  Queen's Road,  

Nottingham, NG2 3AS 

Alan M Waddington 25 Viking Way Metheringham 

Lincolnshire LN4 3DW 

Witham First and Third Drainage Board Witham House School Lane 

Washingborough Lincoln  LN4 1BW 

Attn. Alan Gardner 

Lincolnshire Police Police Headquarters 

PO Box 999 Lincoln LN5 7PH 

 
Issues raised in response to the consultation process are considered under the 
relevant sections of the main body of the report. 
 
Consideration of Issues 
 
Principle of the Development 
The National Planning Policy Framework is clear in its vision that the purpose of 
planning is to help achieve sustainable development. Sustainable means ensuring that 
better lives for ourselves don’t mean worse lives for future generations. Development 
means growth. So sustainable development is about positive growth – making 
economic, environmental and social progress for this and future generations. 
Development that is sustainable should go ahead, without delay – a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development that is the basis for every decision.  
 
Pursuing sustainable development involves seeking positive improvements in the 
quality of the built, natural and historic environment, as well as in people’s quality of 
life. It is considered that the proposed development accords with the Government’s 
aspirations to replace poor design with better design, improve the conditions in which 
people live, work and travel and widen the choice of high quality homes. 
 
The NPPF is clear that’s it is important to plan positively for the achievement of high 
quality and inclusive design for all development, including individual buildings, public 
and private spaces and wider area development schemes. Decisions should address 
the connections between people and places and the integration of new development 
into the natural, built and historic environment.  
 
The proposed development is located within the Central Mixed Use Area with 
designated Shopping streets, Sincil Street and St Mary’s Street, located to the west of 
the site. Policy 18 of the City of Lincoln Local Plan encourages a broad range of uses 



and activities in the Mixed-Use Areas, including shops, businesses, flats and transport 
facilities.  
 
The City Centre Masterplan seeks to achieve an overarching vision for the longer term 
development of the City Centre and its immediate surrounding area. This identifies a 
number of key Intervention Sites where briefs have been proposed. The proposed site 
is located within site C4, Lindongate and Station Crossing.  
 
Whilst the proposed development is no longer retail led, as was the intention of the 
approved Lindongate scheme, it does still incorporate a number of the specific 
measures which the C4 Intervention Site aimed to achieve. Importantly this includes 
a new passenger transport interchange with an integrated bus station, new footbridge 
link connecting into Tentercroft Street and additional city centre parking spaces. It is 
still considered that the proposed scheme, whilst transport rather than retail led, 
delivers a number of the benefits originally intended of the Lindongate scheme. The 
proposals would breathe new life into Sincil Street with multi story car park pedestrian 
access points giving direct access onto this shopping street, encouraging the use of 
public transport by improving the current bus provision and dramatically improve 
pedestrian access between Park Ward and the city centre with the addition of a new 
public footbridge. It is also considered that the wider regeneration aspirations would 
be achieved, such as extended pedestrian areas and better quality car parking 
secured by the proposed development.  
 
It is therefore considered that the principle of the development is broadly supported by 
the national and local planning policy and related documents, however a more detailed 
assessment in carried out later in this report.  
 
Environmental Impact Assessment 
The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is governed by the Town and Country 
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011 (as amended) (‘The 
EIA Regulations’). These regulations apply the requirements of the Environmental 
Impact Assessment Directive “on the assessment of the effects of certain public and 
private projects on the environment” to the planning system in England. It aims to 
ensure that any significant effects arising from a development are identified, assessed 
and presented to help Local Planning Authorities, statutory consultees and other key 
stakeholders in their understanding of the impacts arising from development. 

This assessment has been undertaken through the submission of an Environmental 
Statement (ES) which addresses a number of environmental issues, the scope of 
which was agreed on 13th April 2015 by the LPA. The ES covers the following 
chapters: 

 Socio-Economic  

 Archaeology  

 Built Heritage  

 Nature Conservation, Ecology and Biodiversity  

 Transport, Accessibility and Movement  

 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage  

 Air Quality  

 Noise and Vibration  



 Waste  

 Land Quality and Ground Conditions 

 Infrastructure  

 Cumulative Effects 
 
The original ES has been independently assessed by a specialist consultant to 
establish its compliance against the requirements of the Town and Country Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011. A technical review and 
interrogation of the ES and associated technical appendices has been undertaken in 
terms of legal requirements, government guidance and best practice. The review 
interrogates the relevant Technical Appendices of the ES in addition to the main ES 
document to undertake a technical review of the project’s potential to impact upon the 
environment. 
 
This review concluded that a there were a number of errors regarding the continuity of 
the document and that chapters were contradictory. Subsequently the ES has been 
reviewed by the applicants, a number of changes made, and a revised ES submitted. 
The LPA has carried out a further review of this assessment and is now satisfied that 
the information contained and the methods adopted within the assessment meets the 
necessary requirements prescribed within the regulations.  
 
The majority of the impacts are moderate to neutral with a range of mitigation and 
environmental enhancement measures identified throughout the process which are 
capable of forming planning conditions which would mitigate against any potential 
impacts of the scheme.   
 
Multi Storey Car Park (MSCP) 
City of Lincoln Council has developed a Parking Strategy setting out the parking 
priorities and policies to be delivered by the Council over the following 5 years. A 
central component of the parking policy is the consolidation of parking supply within 
the city. It is intended to maintain current capacity but with a small increase in supply 
required to accommodate and support the growth for the city as outlined in the Growth 
Strategy for Lincoln 2014-2034. The provision of quality city centre parking is in 
accordance with paragraph 40 of the NPPF which seeks to provide convenient, safe 
and secure parking. 
 
Design 
The MSCP by nature of its function takes a rectangular form which is dictated primarily 
by the most economic structural grid which is generally 3 car bays wide (7.5m) by 2 
car lengths plus the isle width (16m). The proposed MSCP is arranged between two 
connected rectangular blocks to form an “L” shape on plan. The northern block (5 
storeys) would measure 17.8metres in height and the southern block (4 storeys) would 
measure just under 15metres in height. Three vertical circulation towers are articulated 
from the main body of the MSCP. The stair/lift towers extend beyond this height to 
19.2metres. 
 
Access into the car park would be taken from Melville Street to the east with the exit 
point being to the south of the car park, within Block A, onto Oxford Street.  
 



Key to the scale and massing investigations was the desire to produce a design which 
would remain within the parameters set within the previously approved Lindongate 
scheme. Comparative drawings have been produced to show how the final design for 
the MSCP is considerably lower in height than the previous Lindongate proposals. 
 
A series of medium and short range views have been modelled of the area around 
Sincil Street, Cornhill and the High Street to ascertain the impact of the proposals 
before arriving at the conclusion that a split height solution consisting of the two 
interlinked block forms would provide the best urban design solution, responding to 
the various site constraints. The bulk of the MSCP is located towards the east of the 
site in order to mitigate against impact on the smaller “domestic” scale properties 
located along Sincil Street. 
 
The subsequent impact is that a larger scale building would have a far greater visual 
impact on the townscape when viewed from Melville Street. However removing the 
existing bus station is a positive element and the introduction of a better quality build 
and landscaping would improve the overall quality of the area which would enhance 
the character of the Conservation Area in accordance with local planning policy. 
 
Historic England originally raised concerns about the shorter range views from the 
south-west in terms of the mass of the building. Short of an overall reduction in height 
the applicants have omitted the fire exit stair tower from the south western access 
which goes some way to address the dominance of the building on this view. 
 
Materials 
The base plinth of the building would be constructed in red facing brickwork which 
gives visual weight and “anchors” the building within the Lincoln Red brick context of 
the adjacent historic buildings. The same red brick is used to form the vertical 
circulation towers. This is coupled with large areas of clear glazed polyester powder 
coated aluminium curtain walling to allow maximum penetration of natural light within 
the stairwells. Towers are treated with deep projecting eaves cornicing formed in 
Alucobond Anodised Look Satin Brown together with framing to the glazed areas.  
 
The proposed hard landscaping materials from the public square and pavements are 
taken into the ground floor areas of the south west access tower. This tower is 
predominantly glazed to full height creating an open and inviting entrance for visitors 
to the city, discharging out into the new public square and feeding into Sincil Street. 
 
 



 
(Proposed MSCP Materials) 

 
The potential for the mass of the MSCP building to form a dominant feature on the 
townscape is great. Therefore the method by which the façade treatment could be 
used to break-down the visual mass has been explored in great detail. The view of the 
historic hillside was taken as a starting point for analysis which quickly identified the 
variegated nature of the building forms, materials and scales that make up the iconic 
view of the hillside with the cathedral “crowning” the city. Analysis of the image of the 
hillside enabled a further pattern to be abstracted directly from the forms which present 
themselves across the city-scape. 
 
The abstract image created is proposed to take the form of Alucobond cladding panels 
which have an iridescence created through special colour pigments. Depending on the 
viewing angle, colour effects with highlights and interesting colour gradients add an 
interesting visual dimension to the panels at short to medium range. Whilst at medium 
to long range views the abstract nature of the pattern helps to “lose” the visual mass 
of the building. The Alucobond panels are placed against an expanded mesh cladding 
in a dark bronze colour. This mesh would wrap around the whole building with the 
Alucobond being applied to the exposed east elevation. 
 
Historic England remain unconvinced by the mesh cladding and have suggested that 
a natural material may offer a better solution. However given the unavoidable mass of 
the building it is inevitable that it is going to be highly visible and therefore officers are 
confident that the proposed materials are high quality and will provide the requisite 
visual interest for the context.  
 
Relationship with Blocks A & B 
It is considered by officers and also by Historic England that notwithstanding the 

outcome of the design process and final choice of materials, the proposed car park 

building would still have a significant impact on the setting of the hillside when viewed 



from the south. Blocks A and B would obscure the bulk of the car park building from 

this view and therefore serve partly as mitigation for this impact. Consequently, given 

the importance of Blocks A and B in mitigating this impact, it has been considered 

essential that relevant provisions are included in the variation to the legal agreement 

the Council is entering into with the land owners in relation to the whole development 

scheme to secure their delivery. Should consent be granted, the land owners 

(Lincolnshire Co-Op) are committed to having Block A completed during 2017 in 

advance of the MSCP opening and to build Block B within a relevant timescale. The 

Co-op would retain ownership of this building and would carry out the letting of the 

residential units. As mentioned the delivery of these buildings is something which 

Historic England have raised concern with in the consultation of this application, and 

therefore this agreement should bring comfort that Blocks A and B will be delivered 

within a suitable timescale.  

However on a project of this scale, and given the proposed phasing arrangements, 
there will be a time when the MSCP is built but Blocks A and/or B have not. Therefore, 
in discussions with the applicant, an interim position has been agreed whereby the 
area to the south of the car park be temporarily landscaped, until such time as Blocks 
A and B are built. This is considered necessary given the prominence of the site. This 
interim landscaping arrangement would be the subject of a planning condition and 
would form part of the above mentioned legal agreement. 
 
Lighting 
The vertical circulation towers are designed to maximise daylighting to reduce artificial 
light for daytime operations. Entrances at each floor level onto the car parking decks 
are also fully glazed to enable light to penetrate the interior. 
 
Night lighting has to be carefully considered to ensure that light pollution is controlled 
at the same time as ensuring that a well lit and welcoming environment is created 
within the building to ensure its commercial success. The lighting to the top decks of 
the building has been specifically designed to ensure that light pollution does not 
become an issue.  
 
The iconic view northwards towards the historic hillside and cathedral have been taken 
into account within the design. As such perimeter parapet walls at top deck levels are 
taken up to 1.8m high and lighting columns are restricted to a maximum of 3m high. 
Luminare heads are selected to ensure the downward projection of light is maximised, 
these are facing inwards and are wherever possible located towards the interior of the 
car park deck. 
 
Further measures could be incorporated which involve the automatic dimming of 
lighting to the roof areas when no presence is detected from either moving vehicles or 
pedestrians within the stair cores. Should such a scheme be considered necessary 
this could be the subject of a planning condition requiring a more detailed lighting 
management plan be submitted for approval. 
 
Security 
CCTV installations will be provided at vehicle entrance and exit points, at the parking 
attendant's station, in circulation tower access points, lift lobby areas at ground floor, 



at pay-station locations and at roof level. A total of 24 cameras are to be provided 
within the MSCP. Lift/Stair lobbies at each floor level are to be glazed enclosures to 
ensure the greatest possible natural surveillance is provided and hidden corners are 
avoided or kept to a minimum. Lifts will be fitted with glazed doors. 
 
North Exit/Entrance 
Discussions have been ongoing as to the proposed use of the north stair tower. 
Officers initially had concerns that this pedestrian access point would work in conflict 
with the aims of the main access to the south. Following discussions with the applicant 
it became clear that it was the intention for this access to be used at all times and not 
just as an emergency access as originally discussed. This tower would also include 
lifts as per the main access to the south. This access is also closer to the proposed 
upgraded access through to Sincil Street. Therefore it was considered that further work 
was required on the yard area which people would have to cross when using this 
access. This further work needed to address the potential conflict between pedestrians 
and vehicles and the treatment of the north/west elevation of the car park. 
 

In response this area now includes a number of simple kiosks which ensure an 

element of ‘activity’ to the area providing security for the future users. The final designs 

of these units would be the subject of a planning condition. 

Plans have now been included as part of the application which show this rear yard 
area being incorporated within the overall scheme. The hard paving for this area would 
use a similar palette of materials as the rest of the public spaces within the scheme. It 
is considered that the upgrade of this area would provide a safe and attractive public 
space which would tie in with the rest of the scheme. The importance of this area is 
heightened when viewed in the context of proposals on the adjacent site, the Cornhill.   
 
Cornhill Redevelopment and Access to Sincil Street 
Discussions have been ongoing with the applicants of the Cornhill development to 
ensure that the two applications work together but can also work in isolation. 
 
As part of the Cornhill development it is proposed to create a thoroughfare through 
No.33 Sincil Street. This would provide an access between Sincil Street and the north 
west car park access. This would tie in with the proposals to upgrade the area to the 
north west of the car park to the rear of Sincil Street.   
 



 
(image taken from Cornhill application) 

 
However as these proposals fall outside of the current hub application an alternative 
solution has been discussed with the applicants. Therefore should the new access not 
be created the existing bus station access passage would be upgraded and provide 
access through to the Co-op building and the new MSCP north access.  
 
Footbridge  
The proposed pedestrian bridge would offer a combined public right of way (PRoW) 
and Network Rail (NR) railway station crossing replacing two existing pedestrian 
bridges; the existing PRoW bridge (the blue bridge) linking north south between Oxford 
Street and the surface car parks of Tentercroft Street and the existing pedestrian 
access bridge between platforms within the station. 
 
Lincoln Central Station, footbridge, platform building and yard walls all form part of the 
Grade II Listing. Whilst included in the listing for the railway station, only parts of the 
existing stairs date back to the original station with lower stairs, bridge span and lift 
shafts all being new build from the late 1990’s. The bridge is in generally sound 
condition and offers a good level of accessibility but is, however, lower than is required 
for the electrification of the railway line. This would make the bridge subject to eventual 
replacement with the future electrification of the line. 
 
A separate Listed Building Consent application has also been submitted which deals 
in more detail with the demolition of this bridge. 
 
Design 
The bridge has been designed to provide a weather protected, fully accessible and 
safe pedestrian bridge. The overall bridge structure has to comply with a tightly defined 
dimensional envelope for structures spanning active rail corridors defining minimum 
clearances, widths and heights. As well as having sufficient clearance for the 
electrification of the line. 



 
The primary expression of the bridge would be a braced truss structure forming the 
main span between supports. This draws upon the rich tradition of expressed 
structures in the railway industry and exposes a muscular, geometric pattern across 
the span of the bridge giving a rhythm to the journey across. The simplicity of its 
appearance would allow the bridge, whilst substantial, to remain subservient to the 
railway station building and responds appropriately to the context and setting. 
 
Set within and behind the truss structure would be an aluminium framed, glazed 
screen with coloured and clear glass panels offering views into and out of the bridge. 
Network Rail have concerns over the use of coloured glass and cannot support any 
shades of green or red because of the bridges proximity to the signal gantry and 
platform starter signals. Historic England were more concerned in design terms and 
considered that the coloured panels would be harmful to the setting and significance 
of the station and the character and appearance of the Conservation area. 
 
Therefore the colour of the glazing has changed from that originally submitted 
following the concerns raised by a number of consultees. Following this change to a 
more subtle palette of colours it is considered that these concerns have been 
addressed and that the glazing would be appropriate in this setting. 
 
There have been further design alterations to the bridge in response to Historic 
England’s comments. The clad “hoods” to either end have been scaled back and the 
weight removed to further express the engineering of the bridge. Historic England 
consider that these amendments significantly improve the bridges appearance, 
reducing its impact on the setting of the Grade II listed railway station, and officers 
share this view. 
 
The lift shafts, would be constructed in a buff yellow brick to match the proposed bus 
station. The OPUN Design Review Panel reiterated the need to link / marry the form 
of the Bus Station with the footbridge and it is considered that this consistent palette 
of materials achieves this aim. The brick lift shafts would have a visual mass and 
weight upon which the bridge sits, with a more delicate steel stair dropping out of the 
bridge form to touch down in the public spaces or on platform.  
 
In views towards the station, the bridge would primarily appear as a tall tower structure, 
which has taken account of the form of the station building. Its position in relation to 
the main building avoids competition or causing an unacceptable visual distraction in 
this sensitive setting. 
 
The bridge would be illuminated internally to its full length with a uniform light level in 
accordance with Network Rail requirements.  
 
Security 
In contrast to the existing bridges the proposed bridge gives clear, long views through 
without changes in direction or turns. In addition to this it is anticipated the inclusion of 
the gate-line offering access between the PRoW and railway station provides a staff 
presence in this location for the operational day of the railway station. This added level 
of observation offers a unique opportunity for managing activity on the bridge. 
 



In addition to the above the bridge would be equipped with full CCTV coverage for 
monitoring. The NR design criteria put great emphasis on the safe operation and 
maintenance of structures crossing the rail corridor and the design complies with these 
criteria. 
 
Bus Station 
The existing Lincoln City bus station handles in excess of 100,000 passenger journeys 
per week. The proposed new bus station would replace the nearby existing station 
located below the deck of the Thornbridge car park. The new station would 
accommodate 15 no. stands. It would measure approximately 7metres in height and 
105metres in length.  
 
An improved and fit for purpose bus station has long been high on the political agenda 
of the city council and it is considered that the proposals would bring huge benefits to 
those that live, work and visit the city. 
 
Design 
The proposed bus station is a linear building with long axis running east/west along 
the re-aligned Oxford Street. This orientation is roughly parallel to the railway line to 
the south. 
 
The canopy height is maintained for the full length of the bus station. The gently 
curving north elevation follows the profile of the highway. This, along with Blocks A 
and B, recreates the feeling of a street rather than the current highway dominated 
environment. This formation of the street is vital to the creation of the new public 
square to the west through the creation of spatial hierarchy and clearly defined built 
form. Much of the north elevation is glazed which also brings activity to the street with 
the internal activity within the bus station being visible from the road side. There is also 
a central wall section to the north elevation which echoes the existing perimeter brick 
walls to the railway station formally on this site. 
 
The lower level of the building, simplicity of design and detailing and high level of 
permeability ensures that the building does not compete architecturally with the 
Station. It is considered by the City Conservation Officer that the architectural 
language of the bus station has responded positively to the sensitivities of its location 
within the setting of the railway station and in the wider conservation area.  
 
Materials 
The bus station would be constructed in a buff (Leicester multi cream stock) facing 
brick in stretcher bond with a blue (Staffordshire slate) engineering brick plinth at the 
base. Aluminium framed curtain walling would create the glazed areas with dark grey 
louvres between the roof and the glazing to allow for ventilation of the building. The 
roof would be a grey standing seam covering with grey eaves and soffit system. 
 
The rationale for the use of buff brick is that it references the existing railway station 
and perimeter walls and would give a commonality between these two key public 
transport buildings albeit as a modern interpretation. It is therefore considered to be 
an appropriate choice and complimentary to the railway station and the conservation 
area.  
 



Lighting 
The station building has been designed to maximise the use of natural daylighting and 
reduce the need for artificial lighting for day time operations. Night time lighting would 
be required to ensure that the bus station is still a welcoming environment. However 
due to the glazed design of the building there is the potential for light spill to impact on 
local amenity, in particular the proposed residential units within Block A. However 
internal lighting would only be required when the station is operational and any low 
level lighting required after this time would be in keeping with the city centre location. 
 
Block A & B 
The commercial blocks A & B perform a crucial urban design role in forming the 
northern edge to the re-aligned Oxford Street, defining the southern edge of the urban 
block and re-creating a sense of place and a street scene.  
 
As a corner feature of the newly created streetscape, block A performs an essential 

element of the proposed scheme. This responsibility has been reflected in the way the 

block addresses the corner, providing a strong gable elevation which uses the 

traditional proportions of the buildings along Sincil Street. The contemporary design 

relies on an emphasis of geometry with a repetitive mass to void ratio and restricted 

use of ornamentation to interpret the traditional context with recessed openings to 

provide depth of perception and visual interest.  

Continuing the newly created streetscene, block B provides the functions of creating 

the gateway into St Mary’s Street from a key arterial route through the city and screens 

views towards the much larger massing of the multi storey carpark beyond. The 

modern design has responded to the traditional mass to void ratios of the conservation 

area, and in common with block A, whilst the overall scale responds more closely to 

the larger buildings on St Mary’s Street rather than Sincil Street, employing a mansard 

roof and dormer arrangement for the upper storeys prevents the building from having 

undue dominance. These blocks also have sufficient height to provide an element of 

screening to the MSCP to their immediate north. 

The proposed buildings would be set at the back edge of the footpath, arranged to 
define the new square to the west and the realigned Oxford St to the south and east. 
The western edge is aligned to give unobstructed views from Sincil Street towards the 
entrance of the new bus station. 
 
Materials 
Block A 
Reflecting the character of nearby Sincil Street and the western part of St Mary’s 
Street, Block A would be constructed in red brick with cream coloured metal windows 
grey, metal standing-seam roof. 
 
At ground level, areas of shop-front are designed to bring activity to the street frontage. 
Due to the prominence of this site the Planning Authority has raised concerns that the 
south elevation could turn its back on the street if all the shop glazing were to be 
covered in vinyl. It is considered important that these openings continue to provide 
activity to the street. 
  
 



Block B 
Block B would be constructed in “stone” with patinated bronze-coloured metal frame 
windows. The use of a stone appearance denotes the status of block B as a landmark 
building, providing a focal view stop in views towards the site approaching from the 
south and west. 
 
At ground floor, the stonework is cut back to address the street with full-height office 
windows, and on the corner facing the new roundabout and Pelham Bridge a major 
feature is created with a three storey glazed atrium. Narrow strips of defensible space, 
between the back edge of pavement and the building’s façade, are defined with 
modern low railings.  
 
Public Realm 
The central strategy behind the proposed development is to create a unified inter-
modal public transport hub by integrating bus and rail stations through adjacency. The 
road width of St Mary's Street would be reduced to facilitate a shift in emphasis from 
a vehicular dominated area to one within which the pedestrian takes priority.  
 
The proposed buildings frame the proposed public spaces and define pedestrian 
routes. The removal of existing barriers and obstacles together with reducing the 
current conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles will transform this particular area 
of the city. 
 
The replacement footbridge would achieve the aspiration of the City Centre 
Masterplan to encourage north/south pedestrian movement linking Park Ward with the 
City Centre. The formation of a public square at the transport interchange would create 
an arrival point in the new city “gateway” from either bus, rail or on foot. 
 
The NPPF is clear that although visual appearance and architecture of individual 
buildings are very important factors, securing high quality and inclusive deign goes 
beyond aesthetic considerations. Therefore decisions should address the connections 
between people and places and the integration of new development into the built and 
historic environment.  The newly created areas of public realm are essential in tying 
together all the elements of the scheme and provide a feeling of, not just connectivity 
within the application site, but a connectivity with the wider area. Historic England have 
reiterated that the quality of the place will be as important as any of the individual 
aspects of the scheme to the success of the city.  
 
Materials 
The older parts of the city are characterised by narrow streets and cobbled lanes 
intersecting with larger paved areas. Uphill areas typically consist of large format 
limestone flagstones, squared kerb-stones and cobbled or tarmac carriageways. The 
High Street area has seen numerous phases of change but is typically paved with 
medium format concrete paving flagstones together with small format concrete tegular 
setts defining areas of vehicular access/shared surfaces. 
 
Lincolnshire County Council Highways & Transportation Department have a defined 
palette of materials which they employ throughout the city centre. Therefore all public 
spaces within the Transport Hub project would use these materials to ensure a 
consistent approach across the City.  



 
Where areas are intended to be primarily for pedestrian use paving module sizes 
would be of a medium format to reflect as closely as possible the historic tradition of 
larger format flagstones. Squared “conservation” kerb-stones would be used to define 
carriageway edges to both raised and flush kerb situations. Carriageways would be 
primarily finished with tarmac however pedestrian crossing points, vehicle crossovers 
to footpaths and shared surfaces would employ granite aggregate concrete setts. 
 
Street Furniture 
Street furniture would be selected to contribute towards the function and enjoyment of 
the public spaces within the scheme. The choice of street furniture and lighting scheme 
has been planned as part of the overall design concept.  
 
Street furniture that encourages human activity can also contribute to a sense of place. 
However Lincolnshire Police have advised the type of seating which would be 
appropriate to discourage rough sleeping. Seating should be of solid construction and 
of a single seat/person design albeit within a linear bench.  
 
The selection of street furniture is simple and elegant with a strong contemporary feel 
with universal accessibility, resistant to vandalism and easily maintained. The 
arrangement is intended to create a number of “sub-spaces” within the main piazza 
area to encourage a variety of uses including informal groups of seats and areas 
available for public performance or display.  
 
Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Conservation Area and Heritage 
Assets 
To a large extent the application site is characterised by a variety of traditional 
buildings of differing styles some of which are noteworthy because of the contribution 
they make to the street scene as a whole whilst others are specifically valued 
individually with some of these being recognised by formal Listing. 
 
The site lies predominantly within Conservation Area No. 1 – Cathedral and City 
Centre. 
 
The site lies within the Cathedral and City Centre Conservation Area. The uphill, or 
northern section, contains the Cathedral, the Castle and the majority of the pre-19th 
Century buildings arranged around a Mediaeval street pattern. It is clearly of 
exceptional quality. The area around the High Street, although following the alignment 
of Ermine Street, is largely made up of 19th and 20th Century stock, with some 
buildings of limited architectural or historic interest. Other than the market halls and 
Exchange Arcade, The HIA holds that the Sincil Street area, in particular the buildings 
on its eastern side, contributes to the historic interest of the lower part of the 
Conservation Area as a record of the 19th Century expansion of the city and through 
its street scene value , rather than through any architectural excellence. It therefore 
concludes that “the lower part of the Conservation Area, within which the application 
site is located, is considered to be of medium value/significance.’’ 
 



Lincoln Railway Station will experience direct impacts on its fabric. Heritage assets 
which have been identified as likely to have their setting affected by the development 
proposals are as follows: 

 Lincoln Railway Station, listed grade II 

 St Mary Le Wigford Church, listed grade I 

 22 and 24 Melville Street, listed grade II 

 St Swithin’s Church, listed grade II* 

 Lincoln Cathedral, listed grade I 

 Bishops Palace and Lincoln Castle, listed grade I and Scheduled Ancient Monument 

 Cornhill and Exchange Arcade, listed grade II 

 Cathedral and City Centre conservation area 

 
A Heritage Impact Assessment has been submitted as part of the application and a 
thorough assessment of the application has been carried out by the City Principal 
Conservation Officer.  
 
Policy Context 
All policies relating to listed buildings and conservation area should be assessed within 
the context of the statutory position. Section 66 (1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings 
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that in determining planning applications, 
special regard shall be paid to the desirability of preserving the setting of a listed 
building. Section 72(1) also requires that in the same process with respect to any 
buildings or other land in a conservation area, special attention shall be paid to the 
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area. 

Setting of heritage assets is defined in Annex 2 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework as, ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent 
is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a 
setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, 
may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral’ 

Section 12 of the NPPF: Conserving and Enhancing the Historic Environment contains 
the policies which are relevant to the determination of applications that impact the 
historic environment and affect the setting of heritage assets. Paragraphs 128, 129, 
131, 132, 134, 135, 137 and 138 are pertinent to this application. 

Impacts on Lincoln Central Station 
The proposed development would require the demolition of the railway station north 
east wall with attached footbridge, the existing station footbridge connecting the 
platforms and a single storey store room. 
 
Lincoln Railway Station is listed grade II. The significance of the asset derives from its 
architectural and historic interest. The building is an example of civic pride and the 
pride of the railway companies expressed in buildings across the county and testament 
to the great age of railways during the 19th century. As such the quality of the 
architecture reflects the high levels of effort expended in their design to achieve the 
aims of the companies and city fathers. The design of Lincoln is typical in its 
employment of the Tudor revival style to create a reassuring and familiar building and 
architecturally, it would be reasonable to suggest that the choice of the Gothic/Tudor 
revival design intentionally responded to the Cathedral and St Mary Le Wigford. In this 
way, it aligned itself with prestigious buildings within the city.  
 



The enclosing wall is a later addition to the site, post-dating the removal of a Methodist 
Chapel on the site and the widening of St Mary’s Street in the early 1900s. In view of 
its construction using concrete copings it is likely to have been constructed the 
1920s/30s. It provides a strong sense of enclosure to both the railway station and the 
streetscene although it has the disadvantage of its return section cutting across the 
front elevation of the station which undermines the architectural interest of the principal 
asset. 
 
It is likely that the single storey brick building to the east of the station was built during 
the same period of alterations to the site. The building is modest and simply detailed 
but well constructed with attractive red brick and flat arch lintel detailing. It has some 
modest value a curtilage building in charting the expansion of the station and in its use 
of a reflecting the changing architectural styles by referencing the arts and crafts 
movement.  
 
Two footbridges currently serve the station. The one closest to the station building has 
the most heritage value and is contemporaneous with the station building. Whilst it has 
been substantially renewed and altered over the years, architectural interest is 
retained in its general design and materials in particular the original attractive iron 
columns with ornamental brackets which constitute the majority of the original 
unaltered fabric. As part of the original designed layout of the station it also holds 
historic interest. 

The location of the site was influenced by land available to lay railway tracks, and was 
also in an area of the city which was expanding during the Industrial expansion 
experienced by Lincoln in the mid-19th century. The architectural quality of the building 
is enhanced by the open space provided by the designed forecourt to the building 
which allows a framing of the composition. 
  
The civic pride in the railway station was illustrated in the use of the forecourt as a 
public space and focus for prestigious events including car and cycle rallies and 
military receptions. Significant change of elements of setting as this area of Lincoln 
has experienced significant alterations to the townscape. In the first instance the 
presence of a Primitive Methodist Chapel and housing to the east of the site which 
were demolished as the station expanded. Secondly during major road development 
which saw further comprehensive demolition of the townscape and dominance of road 
systems in 1970. Prior to this, the station was located within a mix of commercial 
residential and industrial buildings within its immediate setting which provided a close 
grain urban context in contrast to the current road dominated and surface carpark 
expanses which take advantage of gaps in the urban fabric. Consequently formerly, 
an attractive streetscene setting greeted visitors to Lincoln, the station had a far more 
immediate relationship with the town all of which enhanced the sense of arrival and 
provided clear access and enhanced the significance of the asset. 
 
The loss of the historic fabric and structures does cause some harm to the significance 
of the railway station. However, the historic and architectural interest of these elements 
is modest and therefore this level of harm is less than substantial. The opportunities 
which the proposed development take to enhance the setting and significance of the 
railway station are numerous, including an improved visual and functional interface 



and relationship with the town centre, an upgraded public realm experience and 
superior built context.   

The Cathedral and City Centre Conservation Area 
Within the conservation area, the development site’s character is mainly the result of 
large-scale re-organisation of a late 18th/early 19th century townscape by the 
expansion and upgrading of road infrastructure in the southern part of the city in the 
Post-War Period. Consequently there is an over dominance by highways and large 
gaps in the historic urban grain created by the layout of the roads and areas of 
demolition of 19th century buildings, subsequently developed as the bus station and 
car parks. The overall result is that the character and appearance of the immediate 
area has been degraded with the exception of Sincil Street which is a fine example of 
a historic secondary street serving commercial uses. 
 
The realignment of St Marys Street by the extension south of Sincil Street goes some 
way to re-establishing a streetscene which asserts itself over the road dominance. 
Blocks A and B have responded positively to the established scale and architectural 
language of St Marys Street and the new streetscene will improve the setting of local 
important building The Barbican. Block B will provide an appropriate end view stop 
and anchor point to the new development at the intersection with Broadgate in views 
towards the station and conceal the greater massing of the multi storey car park in this 
finer grain context. The impact of the multi storey car park over Sincil Street has 
already been discussed and is considered to cause some harm to its character and 
appearance. 
 
Conclusions 
The proposed development delivers a number of significant benefits to the 
conservation area and the setting of the railway station. There are also a number of 
harms identified to the significance of various assets and these have been judged to 
be less than substantial harm by the city conservation officer. The level of harm 
engages the test contained within paragraph 134 of the NPPF. This requires that, 
‘Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 
significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the 
public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.’   
 
It is considered that significant public benefits would flow from the proposed 
development, including enhancing the significance of the conservation area and 
Lincoln Railway Station in addition to securing its optimum viable use in support of its 
long term conservation. 
 
Archaeology 
 
Site Background 
The city of Lincoln is a cathedral city lying in the northeast corner of the English 
Midlands in a gap in the Lincoln Cliff, a major north-south escarpment through Lindsey 
and Kesteven, and has the River Witham running through the centre of the city. Lincoln 
mainly developed from the Roman town of Lindum Colonia which may in itself have 
developed from an Iron Age precursor. Although the area was inhabited since the 
prehistoric period, relatively little is known about pre-Roman Lincoln and the study 
area around the proposed new Transport Hub is consistent with this.  



Previous evaluation for the Lindongate scheme revealed a number of highly significant 
finds immediately to the north of the proposed development area, closely situated to 
the proposed multi storey car park. These finds included an assemblage of late 
C7th/early C8th Saxon pottery, and associated structural remains.  
 
Structures identified included a “Sunken-Featured Building”, in situ wooden stakes and 
a possible wooden slat floor, all of which had been preserved by waterlogged 
conditions. These remains are the clearest evidence found to date for the re-
emergence of Lincoln as a thriving settlement following its decline after the Roman 
period. 
 
While Lincoln has well understood Roman and Medieval remains, the intervening 
period, between the end of the Roman occupation and the establishment of Lincoln 
as an important Saxo-Norman city, is essentially unknown. There are scattered 
remains that indicate an ongoing presence, but nothing to show where the recovery 
began. Any remains dating from this period are therefore of the utmost importance 
and significance to furthering our understanding of Lincoln’s development from a 
Roman city to a Saxon settlement. 
 
The area of the city under consideration for the present scheme lies to the south of 
the River Witham and the area of the Roman Lower City. It has not been subject to 
extensive excavation or evaluation, and the potential impacts of the development were 
largely unknown at the time the application was submitted. 
 
Works Undertaken to Date 
Previous evaluation for the Lindongate scheme was undertaken in an effort to address 
this lack of knowledge, although site constraints meant that the size of trenches was 
necessarily limited.  

In order to inform the present application, as required by the NPPF (Para. 128), a 
programme of archaeological investigation was undertaken in September 2015, 
comprising a pattern of 23 coring samples across the development area. These were 
aimed at understanding the likely condition and preservation of archaeological 
deposits, and at the preparation of a sub-surface deposit model to understand the 
potential for archaeological remains to be present across the site.  

The coring programme demonstrated the presence of archaeological remains across 
the development area. The area of the existing bus station has been demonstrated to 
sit on a “levee” of high ground adjacent to the River Witham, and as such has a greater 
potential for settlement remains to be present than in the lower lying surrounding 
areas. The presence of thick deposits of “dark earth” indicates that there is a very high 
potential for archaeological remains to be present.  

The coring also showed that any remains in the vicinity of the existing bus station are 
not likely to be waterlogged (With the possible exception of deeply cut features, such 
as cess pits), and have likely always been dry. There is therefore a low likelihood of 
archaeological remains requiring extensive conservation and preservation.  

It is unfortunate that the applicant was unable to provide further information to inform 
the decision-making process, but it is considered that they have attempted to fulfil the 
requirements of NPPF para. 128, and that it is at least possible to proceed in the 
knowledge that there are unlikely to be remains present on the site that are of sufficient 



significance to warrant refusal of planning permission. However, the applicant should 
be prepared to undertake sufficient archaeological mitigation by excavation to ensure 
the preservation by record of deposits that will be impacted by the proposed 
development, as described below. 

Historic England have recommended that the Local Planning Authority are guided by 
their advice and that of the City Archaeologist. The LPA should be satisfied that the 
applicant has submitted sufficient clarification and information relating to the ongoing 
strategy for archaeological resource management to enable determination of the 
application particularly given the requirements of the NPPF paragraph 128 which 
requires developers to submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where 
necessary, a field evaluation. 
 
Likely Impacts of Development and Proposed Mitigation 
National policy requires local planning authorities to balance the significance of 
undesignated heritage assets affected by a development with the scale of the impact 
that development is likely to cause (NPPF, para. 135). It is clear from the information 
provided that the proposed development of the multi storey car park, coupled with the 
existing damage from the construction of the current bus station, would result in the 
total destruction, or loss of significance, of all archaeological deposits within its 
footprint. Although remnants may survive in the spaces between piles, there is no 
conceivable method by which these might be excavated in the future. It is therefore 
imperative that the piling phase of this development should be preceded by an 
appropriate scheme of excavation to ensure the fullest possible record of the remains 
to be destroyed, while maintaining a balanced and proportional approach as required 
elsewhere in the NPPF. 
  
The applicant has therefore submitted a written commitment to undertake an 
appropriate level of excavation of the area currently occupied by Lincoln bus station. 
The details of this excavation are still to be finalised, but it is accepted that this 
represents a reasonable and proportional approach to the mitigation of the 
archaeological impacts of this development.  
 
Although the impacts of development in other areas of the site (including the proposed 
bus station, the new railway footbridge, and resurfacing and renovation of Tentercroft 
St. car park) are likely to be less extensive than those caused by the MSCP and blocks 
A and B, there is nevertheless a high potential for archaeological remains of lesser 
significance to be encountered in these areas as well. It is considered that these 
proposals would have a significantly less damaging impact than the MSCP, and that 
a scheme of works for monitoring and recording of any remains encountered would be 
sufficient to mitigate the effects of these stages of development. 
 
All elements of further work would be controlled by planning condition which have been 
prepared by the City Archaeologist as recommended by Historic England. It is 
therefore considered that the archaeological impacts of development, although likely 
to be extensive, could be appropriately mitigated. 
 
 
 
 



Highways 
 
Existing Highway Layout 
The road network at the site is currently formed by the A57 gyratory and its 
approaches. The north eastern arm of the gyratory is formed by the A57 Norman Street 
and connects to/from the A15 at a signal junction. The south eastern arm is formed by 
A57 Oxford Street, and the western arm is formed by A57 St Mary’s Street. 
 
The A57 Norman Street arm is a single carriageway with one lane running from the 
A15 gyratory and two lanes comprising a multi-purpose lane and a bus lane running 
between the gyratory and the A57 Norman Street / A15 Melville Street signal junction. 
There are signalised pedestrian crossing facilities between the bus station and St 
Mary’s Street car park on route between the A15 and the A57 gyratory. 
 
The A57 Oxford Street arm of the gyratory is a single carriageway with a single lane 
that flares into two lanes for 20m on approach to the gyratory and a single lane exit. 
A57 Oxford Street runs underneath the A15 Canwick Road to Pelham Street, and then 
meets the A15 at a left in/left out priority junction. 
 
The A57 St Mary’s Street arm is a single carriageway with a single lane approach to 
the gyratory and a two lane exit which runs to/from the A57 St Mary Street’s / B1262 
High Street signal junction. There are signalised pedestrian crossing facilities at the St 
Mary’s Street arm of the gyratory. 
 
Proposed Highway Layout  
The new highway layout would include the following: 
 

 Narrowing and realignment of A57 St Mary’s Street, including the provision of 
carriageway cycle lanes and a new signalised pedestrian crossing. The 
crossing would be raised and located on route between the retail to the north 
and the bus and railway stations to the south. 

 

 Removal of A57 St Mary’s Street / A57 Norman Street / A57 Oxford Street 
gyratory and its replacement with a 3-arm roundabout junction. The north 
eastern arm would be formed by Norman Street and connect with the A15 to 
the northeast at the existing signal junction. All arms of the roundabout would 
be single carriageway with single lane approaches and single lane exits. 

 

 Reconfiguration of the A57 Norman Street / A15 Melville Street signal junction, 
which includes retention of the existing A15 Melville Street signalised 
pedestrian crossings and reconfiguration of the existing pedestrian crossing of 
the A57 Norman Street left out manoeuvre. The existing signalised pedestrian 
crossing facilities of A15 Melville Street will be retained. 

 
Access to the Bus Station 
Concerns have been raised by a number of consultees, including the Police, that there 
could be a conflict between pedestrians and buses at the point where pedestrians exit 
from the railway footbridge and cross into the Bus Station as this is also the immediate 
turning point into the bus station for vehicles. Similar concerns were also raised at the 
member briefing which was held on the 21st May 2015. 



 
The crossing point in this location is “uncontrolled”, however it is positioned to allow 
unobstructed visibility splays for both pedestrians and vehicles at this point and is 
defined by tactile paving. 
 
The speed at which buses are expected to be travelling as they approach the entrance 
into the bus station is low. This has been achieved through the design of the entrance 
road having a tight turning radius of 10metres meaning that buses would need to have 
a slow approach to the junction.  
 
This element of the scheme has been designed in accordance with Manual for Streets 
and Manual for Streets 2 and has adopted the principle that streets should not be 
designed just to accommodate the movement of vehicles. High priority has been 
placed on meeting the needs of pedestrians and it is considered that they would have 
priority in this location. 
 
The speed of vehicles is further reduced by the incorporation of the raised "table" over 
which the vehicles would have to pass when travelling either east or west along St 
Mary's Street. As well as this there would be the inclusion of changes in surface 
treatment to the west of the railway station access point. This surface treatment whilst 
level with the carriageway will be of a variated nature to alert drivers and cause 
vehicles to slow; to the east the location of the new roundabout in proximity to the 
piazza area will mean that vehicles will have had to slow down to negotiate the 
roundabout before heading towards the piazza area. 
 
In addition to this, following the member briefing and concerns raised during the 
consultation phase bollards and railings have been incorporated into the scheme to 
the western tip of the bus station around the uncontrolled crossing point to ensure that 
pedestrians are channelled toward the intended crossing point and do not "migrate" 
across the junction with potential for harm. Whilst these railings provide a function to 
channel pedestrians to one crossing point they have also been designed to appear as 
a piece of modern architecture to also provide visual as well as functional benefits.  

(Proposed bollards and railings) 

 
Lincolnshire County Council as Highway Authority have been involved in a number of 
pre application discussions on the proposed development and have raised no 
objections to the scheme. 
 

 

 



Taxi Provision 
A request has been made by the City Council’s Licensing Manager that provision be 
made for at least a 13 taxi rank in the area if the current rank on St Mary’s Street 
cannot be retained. Existing taxi ranks are to be retained along the southern kerb line 
on St Mary’s Street. There would also be the provision for taxis adjacent to the National 
Rail and shoppers car parks accessed from Tentercroft Street.  
 
Further taxi bays would remain within the railway station frontage along with pick 
up/drop off bays and accessible parking bays. This is a private rank and not used by 
taxis licensed by the City Council.   
 
Cycling 
A new east/west cycle route is incorporated along the full length of St Mary's Street 
and the re-aligned Oxford Street as part of the city's wider aspirations to link 
established local cycle routes within the city as well as Sustrans Routes 1 from the 
east, 93 from the south and 64 from the west. The introduction of the new cycle route 
also links into the East Midlands Trains proposals to create a Cycle Hub located at the 
Central Station which would provide secure cycle storage, repair and maintenance 
facilities together with shower and changing facilities. The cycle hub proposals will 
form part of a separate planning application to be submitted directly by East Midlands 
Trains. 
 
Lighting 
Anderson Green Building Services Consultants have been engaged to carry out the 
design and specification of all mechanical and electrical services installations for the 
entire scheme including the street lighting. Working with Philips Lighting as LCC 
Highways & Transportation preferred supplier of street lighting street lighting columns 
and heads have been selected to suit both adopted highway installations and private 
areas including surface car parking areas to the railway station frontage, new Network 
Rail car park and the remaining Tentercroft Street car park and pocket park south of 
the new footbridge. 
 
Loss of Trees & Landscaping 
The proposed development would result in the loss of 20 trees presently located on 
land to be developed, however due to the provision of some 49 replacement trees and 
shrubs the City’s Arboricultural Officer has raised no objections to the scheme. 
 
Those trees identified for retention would need to be adequately protected during any 
development works. It is considered that any works should be carried out in 
accordance with the Tree Survey carried out by Delta Simons which includes the Root 
Protection Areas of individual trees and current best practice guidelines. All trees on 
site were found to have negligible Bat Roost Potential.  
 
The planting schemes for the project are separated into three distinct areas; The main 
public square to the rail and bus stations – the piazza, the area adjacent to the east of 
the new multi-storey car park on Melville Street, and the pocket park immediately south 
of the new pedestrian bridge access point. 
 
 
 



Piazza 
A simple and bold 'tree-scape' is introduced to naturally complement and enhance the 
pedestrian and vehicular routes through this important space. Tree species have been 
chosen which fit in scale, shape and stature. Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' and 
Quercus robur 'Fastigiate Koster' are used because of their columnar shape, allowing 
for good visibility whilst providing structure and definition to the piazza. Liquidambar 
styraciflua 'Worplesdon' is chosen as a specimen central tree. The tree has a broad 
pyramidal crown and is well suited to streets.  
 
Multi-Storey Car Park and Melville Street 
Consideration has been given in the landscape design to merge the colours and 
architectural features of the building into the landscape. This is achieved through the 
use of colour and also using blocks of coloured cladding in the planting beds. A 
selection of Norway Maples, Red Maples and Cherry Plum trees with red, copper and 
plum leaves have been chosen. 
 
Pocket Park 
Safe and easy pedestrian access has been a key consideration to the design of this 
space. Free flowing lines of avenue trees emphasise the pedestrian routes. Trees 
used include Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' and Alnus x spaethii 'Spaeth'. The Alder is 
pyramidal in form and well suited to wide avenues and streets. The Alders are planted 
in a carpet of wildflowers, which would be striking when viewed from the pedestrian 
bridge. The wildflowers would add to the bio-diversity of the area, encouraging wildlife 
and habitat enhancement. 
 
Air Quality 
Construction Phase Assessment  
The Air Quality Assessment submitted as part of the planning application has identified 
that there is a risk of dust spoiling and to human health, particularly during the 
demolition phase. Therefore it is recommended that appropriate measures are put in 
place to mitigate these risk. The City Councils Pollution Control Officer has confirmed 
that the proposed measures are reasonable and that these should be secured by 
planning condition. 
 
Operational Phase Assessment  
The outcome of air quality modelling undertaken as part of this assessment is 
completely dependent upon the quality of the input data, particularly the road traffic 
data.  
 
No work has been undertaken to assess the potential air quality impacts on new 
receptors introduced by the development, particularly the future occupants of the 
proposed residential accommodation to the north of the proposed bus station. 
However as the proposed development is to be carried out in distinct phases it is 
possible for this work to be undertaken once the changes to the road network have 
been carried out and the new bus station is operational. This phased approach should 
allow sufficient time for the potential impact on the “Block A” residents to be assessed 
prior to this part of the development commencing and for any necessary mitigation 
measures to be designed into the building.  
 
 



Electric Vehicle Charge Points 
The NPPF seeks to promote and enable sustainable transport choices and, in doing 
so, aims to protect and enhance air quality. Paragraph 35 of the NPPF states “…. 
developments should be located and designed where practical to….incorporate 
facilities for charging plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles”.  
 
Furthermore, paragraph 124 states “…Planning decisions should ensure that any new 
development in Air Quality Management Areas is consistent with the local air quality 
action plan.” One of the measures contained in the Council’s adopted Air Quality 
Action Plan is the promotion of low emission vehicles.  
 
By its very nature the development includes a large amount of off-street parking, both 
at the proposed multi-storey car park and the Tentercroft Street facilities. The 
proposals incorporate electric vehicle recharge points at the multi-storey car park. 
Once they are all installed this would equate to about 5% of the available parking 
spaces in the multi-storey. 
 
To ensure that the objectives of both the NPPF and the Council’s Air Quality Action 
Plan are being met it is considered that additional recharge points could be provided 
elsewhere within the scheme (e.g the Tentercroft Street and Railway Station car 
parks). The location of these points could be secured by condition. 
 
Noise and Vibration Impact 
Construction Phase Assessment  
The activities associated with the demolition and construction phase of the proposed 
development would have the potential to generate noise and create an impact on the 
surrounding area.  
 
For the purposes of the noise impact assessment, the occupants of residential 
properties in the vicinity of the site are considered to be the receptors most likely to be 
affected by the construction phases of the Proposed Development.  
 
The applicant has chosen to use the ABC method from ‘Code of practice for noise and 
vibration control on construction and open sites - Part 1: Noise’ for assessing the likely 
impact and setting noise criteria for the construction/demolition phase. The City 
Councils Pollution Control Officer has confirmed that they have no objection to this 
method being employed, however, it is noted that the noise criteria suggested for some 
of the receptor locations contained within the report are more conservative than 
BS5228 allows. Having said this, if it is reasonably practicable for the developer to 
work to the quieter standards proposed in the report, then these criteria would be 
preferable and should be adopted.  
 
The applicant has also used ‘Part 2: Vibration’ of BS5228 to assess the potential 
impact of vibration from the demolition/construction phase and identifies that there is 
possibility of adverse impact from activities such as vibratory rolling and piling.  
 
The report recognises that noise and vibration mitigation measures are likely to be 
necessary to reduce the impact on relevant receptors and suggests some generic best 
practice controls. However, the report acknowledges that until further detail is available 



on the demolition/construction methods to be employed in developing the site, precise 
details of the mitigation that will be required cannot be developed.  
It is therefore recommended that, if permission is granted, that a condition requiring a 
Construction Management Plan be submitted to enable further Noise and Vibration 
assessments to take place.   
 
Operational Phase  
The assessment of the operational phase of the development primarily considers the 
impact of the predicted changes in road traffic movements and in doing so models the 
road traffic noise at various existing receptor locations for three scenarios.  
 
It has been noted that the noise assessment for the proposed residential 
accommodation in “Block A” appears to have used an incorrect receptor location, as 
the receptor was located the north of Block A as opposed to the south of Block A, 
which would be adjacent to the new road (and closer to the proposed bus station).  The 
noise impact on the proposed residential units in “Block A” is therefore likely to be 
underestimated and it follows that the currently proposed mitigation measures may not 
be sufficient to protect the future residents.   
 
However, due to the phased approach of this development this issue to be addressed 
through planning condition. It is therefore recommended that a condition be attached 
so that a revised noise assessment be provided prior to the construction of Block A. 
 
Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage 
The current Environment Agency Flood Map suggests that the majority of the 
development site is located within Flood Zone 1, i.e land having a risk of less than 1 
in 1000 annual probability (0.1%) of river flooding. The southeastern side of the 
development site is located within Flood Zone 2, i.e land having a risk of between a 1 
in 100 and a 1 in 1000 annual probability of river flooding.  
  
The nearest watercourse to the site is the Sincil Dyke, which flows north then east 
within a concrete-lined channel, approximately 5metres deep. With the exception of a 
short section adjacent to the east edge of the Tentercroft Street car park, the 
watercourse is culverted underneath the site. The dyke returns to an open channel 
again downstream from the site to the east of Melville Street. The River Witham is 
situated to the north of the development site, this river has been canalised via hard 
banks through the city and both its banks are lined with walls built of stone. 
 
The development site is currently 100% impermeable with all drains along the roads 
discharging mainly into surface water sewers along the local streets or combined 
sewers. 
 
A surface water management strategy has been established. SUDS measures were 
considered, however the scheme would not lend itself to such an arrangement. 
Therefore impermeable hardstanding directing flows via separators has been deemed 
preferable from a pollution prevention perspective. The implementation of attenuation 
and oil separators on the scheme would ensure that the operational phase would have 
a beneficial moderate impact on surface water runoff rate and quality. 
 
The Internal Drainage Board have raised no objections. 



 
Contaminated Land 
Phase I and Phase II site investigation reports have been submitted as part of the 
planning application.  The Phase II report has identified some areas of contamination 
which would require further investigation, recommendations for how this work should 
be carried out have been identified within the report.  Some of this work can only be 
undertaken once premises become vacant and/or demolished.  The City Councils 
Scientific Officer has recommended a course of action to be taken on the site. This 
work would be secured by condition should consent be granted.  
 
Similarly the Environment Agency have raised no objections to the proposals but have 
recommended that a number of conditions be attached to any permission granted to 
ensure that mitigation and remediation strategies set out with in the application are 
implemented. 
 
Protected Species 
Natural England have no objections with regards effect on statutorily protected sites 
or landscapes. However they have advised that any application should be assessed 
against their published Standing Advice on protected species. Having assessed this 
information along with the findings of the Phase 1 Habitat Survey it is considered that 
the only potential impact would be if there were to be demolition of buildings where 
there is evidence of bat roosts. This is not the case with this development, therefore it 
is not considered that any further work would be required. 
 
Construction Phasing 
Due to the scale and nature of the proposed development it is inevitable that it would 
have to be developed in phases. The construction timeline for the proposed 
development is very linear in that one thing has to happen to enable the next phase of 
the development to occur. A detailed phasing schedule has been submitted, to which 
conditions can be tied. In general terms the phasing is as follows: 

 New Road Layout and partial removal of the existing footbridge 

 Construction of bus station 

 Move bus operations and demolish the existing bus station 

 Railway Station car park alterations including works to the piazza 

 Construction of MSCP and Block A 

 Construct surface car park off Tentercroft Street 

 Construction of footbridge 

 Construction of Block B 

 
Lincoln Townscape Assessment 
The Lincoln Character Area Assessments for Norman Street, Sincil Street, Central 
Station and Tentercroft Street areas identifies the following. 
 
The Norman Street Character Area 
The townscape in this area is mainly a result of large-scale re-organisation of an 
existing Early Industrial townscape as a result of the expansion and upgrading of road 
infrastructure in the southern part of the city during the Post War Period. Sincil Drain 
was culverted to allow the construction of the railway having been previously an open 
watercourse crossed by a bridge close to the south of Sincil Street. The drain was 
subsequently re-directed further east and the culvert extended. Large scale re-
organisation of the road structure in relation to the construction of Pelham Bridge in 



1957 has all but obliterated the historic network of streets and created a number of 
traffic islands. At the same time many of the larger scale industrial and maltings 
buildings north of Norman Street on the site now occupied by the bus station were 
demolished eventually to become a large area of surface car parking prior to being 
redeveloped in the 1970's to the current retail store, bus station and rooftop car 
parking. 
 
Sincil Street Character Area 
The Early Modern and Early Industrial Period saw the construction of Melville Street 
which linked Canwick Road with a small square to the north of Thorne Bridge known 
as Magpie Square. The current four lane road now covers the full extent of the former 
square. The southern end of Sincil Street retains much of the original structure with 
many of the existing buildings constructed during the Late Victorian/Edwardian Period. 
The historic character of Sincil Street remains largely intact. Courtyards to the rear of 
many of the properties lining the east side of Sincil Street still survive backing onto the 
existing bus station. 
 
Central Station Character Area 
St Mary's Street, originally St Mary's Lane and was an important eastern entrance to 
the south of the city originally crossing the open Sincil Drain at St Mary's Bridge 
towards the east of the site. During the Early Industrial Period shops and houses were 
constructed along both sides of St Mary's Street which was much narrower than it is 
today. A small walkway existed between the rear of St Mary Le Wigford church and 
the rear of the properties along the south of St Mary's Street until the widening of St 
Mary's Street when Oxford Street was constructed to the east linking the south of the 
city with the new Canwick Road and Melville Street. The railway frontage has often 
been used for public functions including the parading of troops during wartime. The 
expansion of the railway saw the demolition of the Methodist church and terraced 
housing along Oxford Street to form further railway platforms which were eventually 
decommissioned with the land becoming used for surface car parking as it remains 
today. 
 
Tentercroft Street Character Area 
The incoherent character of this area is partly as result of the separation from the 
surrounding townscape by the construction of the railways in 1846 and 1848 and 
subsequent restructuring following the closure of the Midland Line station in 1985. The 
construction of the railway line prompted the construction of road and rail-side 
infrastructure followed by housing in the Late Victorian style comprising a mix of 
terraced and detached dwellings. Few of the original buildings survive, mainly towards 
the western end of Tentercroft Street. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework is clear in its vision that the purpose of 
planning is to help achieve sustainable development. Pursuing sustainable 
development involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, natural 
and historic environment, as well as in people’s quality of life. Decisions should 
address the connections between people and places and the integration of new 
development into the natural, built and historic environment.  
 



The proposed development delivers a number of significant benefits to the 
conservation area and the setting of the railway station and to the city centre as a 
whole. Whilst a number of harms have identified to the significance of various heritage 
assets these have been judged to be less than substantial harm. It is considered that 
significant public benefits will flow from the proposed development in accordance with 
national policy. 

With the necessary conditions, as referenced within this report, it is considered that 
the proposed development would be in accordance with national and local planning 
policy and deliver a development which would benefit the city. The proposed 
development would provide a comprehensive transport solution for the city 
incorporating a new bus station, pedestrian/platform footbridge and multi-storey car 
park as well as significant improvements to the public realm in this area of the city.  
 
Financial Implications 
 
None. 
 
Legal Implications 
 
None. 
 
Application Negotiated Either at Pre-Application or During Process of 
Application 
 
Yes. 
 
Equality Implications 
 
None. 
 
Application Determined Within Target Date 
 
Yes. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Grant Conditionally 
 
Conditions 

 Year 3 

 Plan 1 

 Archaeology 

 Contaminated Land 

 Working method statement for works near a culverted watercourse 

 Surface water drainage 

 Approval of highways drawings 

 Travel Plan 

 Surface water strategy related to hardstanding areas 

 Air Quality 



 Electric Vehicle Charge Points 

 Noise Assessment 

 Heritage construction techniques and methods 

 Materials 

 Mitigation scheme for land at Blocks A and B 

 North yard area plans 
 
Informatives 
Environment Agency 
 
Report by: Planning Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix A 
Relevant Planning Policies 

National Planning Policy 

14. At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread 
running through both plan-making and decision-taking. 
For decision-taking this means: 
● approving development proposals that accord with the development plan without 
delay; and 

● where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out‑of‑date, 
granting permission unless: 
- any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or 
- specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted. 
 
32. All developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be 
supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and decisions 
should take account of whether: 
● the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending on 
the nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport infrastructure; 
● safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and 
● improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively 
limit the significant impacts of the development. Development should only be 
prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of 
development are severe. 
 
40. Local authorities should seek to improve the quality of parking in town centres so 
that it is convenient, safe and secure, including appropriate provision for motorcycles. 
They should set appropriate parking charges that do not undermine the vitality of town 
centres. Parking enforcement should be proportionate. 
 
49. Housing applications should be considered in the context of the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the supply of housing should 
not be considered up-to-date if the local planning authority cannot demonstrate a five-
year supply of deliverable housing sites. 
 
56. The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built environment. 
Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good 
planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for people. 
 
57. It is important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality and inclusive 
design for all development, including individual buildings, public and private spaces 
and wider area development schemes. 
 
60. Planning policies and decisions should not attempt to impose architectural styles 
or particular tastes and they should not stifle innovation, originality or initiative through 
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain development forms or styles. It is, 
however, proper to seek to promote or reinforce local distinctiveness. 
 



61. Although visual appearance and the architecture of individual buildings are very 
important factors, securing high quality and inclusive design goes beyond aesthetic 
considerations. Therefore, planning policies and decisions should address the 
connections between people and places and the integration of new development into 
the natural, built and historic environment. 
 
62. Local planning authorities should have local design review arrangements in place 
to provide assessment and support to ensure high standards of design. They should 
also when appropriate refer major projects for a national design review. In general, 
early engagement on design produces the greatest benefits. In assessing applications, 
local planning authorities should have regard to the recommendations from the design 
review panel. 
 
63. In determining applications, great weight should be given to outstanding or 
innovative designs which help raise the standard of design more generally in the area. 
 
124. Planning policies should sustain compliance with and contribute towards EU limit 
values or national objectives for pollutants, taking into account the presence of Air 
Quality Management Areas and the cumulative impacts on air quality from individual 
sites in local areas. Planning decisions should ensure that any new development in 
Air Quality Management Areas is consistent with the local air quality action plan.  
 
125. By encouraging good design, planning policies and decisions should limit the 
impact of light pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark 
landscapes and nature conservation. 
 
128. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant 
to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution 
made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 
importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the 
proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment record 
should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using appropriate 
expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is proposed includes 
or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological interest, local 
planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based 
assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation. 
 
129. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance 
of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development 
affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and 
any necessary expertise. They should take this assessment into account when 
considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise conflict 
between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal. 
 
131. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take 
account of: 
● the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and 
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation; 
● the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to 
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and 



● the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character 
and distinctiveness. 
 
132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of 
a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. 
The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be 
harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development 
within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require 
clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed 
building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of 
designated heritage assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, 
protected wreck sites, battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II* 
registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional. 
 
134. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 
significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the 
public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use. 
 
135. The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset 
should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing applications 
that affect directly or indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement 
will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of 
the heritage asset. 
 
137. Local planning authorities should look for opportunities for new development 
within Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites and within the setting of heritage 
assets to enhance or better reveal their significance. Proposals that preserve those 
elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to or better reveal the 
significance of the asset should be treated favourably. 
 
138. Not all elements of a World Heritage Site or Conservation Area will necessarily 
contribute to its significance. Loss of a building (or other element) which makes a 
positive contribution to the significance of the Conservation Area or World Heritage 
Site should be treated either as substantial harm under paragraph 133 or less than 
substantial harm under paragraph 134, as appropriate, taking into account the relative 
significance of the element affected and its contribution to the significance of the 
Conservation Area or World Heritage Site as a whole. 
 
Local Planning Policy 

Policy 8B: Parking and Servicing Provision in Central Lincoln 
1) Within the Central Lincoln Parking Zone, planning permission will only be 

granted for developments involvoing the provision of public or non-operational 
car parking spaces if such provision is entirely consistent with the Plan’s 
objectives for Access, Transport and Communiations, and will not harm the 
character, appearance or amenity of the locality. There developments do not 
meet those requirements, but they would otherwise generate a requirement for 
non-operational car parking spaces (if the site were located outside the Central 
Lincoln Parking Zone), planning permission will only be granted if the Local 
Planning Authrotity is satisfied that equivalent alternative provision  is to be 



made for parking or other access infrastructure of a type and in a location which 
does meet the objectives for Access, Transport and Communications. 

 
Policy 8C: Management Schemes for publicly available car parks 
 
Planning permission will be granted for car parks (for use by customers, staff, visitors 
or the genral public) which are in accordance with the requirements of part 1 of Policy 
8B, provided that the Local Planning Authority is satisfied that a management regime 
which is consistent with the Plan’s Parking Strategy will be operated. 
 
Policy 18:Development in Mixed-Use Areas 
A broad range of uses and activities will be encouraged in the Mixed-Use Areas 
defined on the Proposals Map. The ranges of acceptable uses are set out in Schedule 
A and B.  Planning permission will be granted for developments involving those uses 
providing the following requirements are met: 

 If the development is to take place within a conservation Area is must preserve 
or enhance the character or appearance of that Area; 

 Major developments must include, or contribute to, a mixture of uses sufficient 
to add to the overall vitality of the area and to create a purpose and presence 
extending beyond normal shopping hours. Opportunities to include significant 
elements of housing should be taken wherever reasonable and possible; 

 The development must not detract from the vitality and viability of the Central 
Shopping Core and must be consistent with the requirements of Policies 72A, 
72B, 73A and 73C; 

 The development must not result in the area  in which it is to be located losing 
its mixed-use character; 

 The development must be generally consistent with other policies in the Local 
Plan which relate to a particular use or uses involved in that development, the 
Built Environment and the Natural Environment and Open Space, and must be 
consistent with the objectives and policies for Access, Transport and 
Communications; 

 The development must not harm the local environment. Or the amenities which 
occupiers of nearby properties may reasonably expect to enjoy, (for example, 
by causing unacceptable levels of disturbance, noise, smell, fumes, dust, grit 
or other pollution, or reducing daylight, outlook or privacy to an unacceptable 
degree) bearing in mind that all the mixed-use Areas should provide a 
satisfactory environment for homes; 

 The development must not result in levels or traffic or on street parking which 
would cause either road safety or amenity problems. 

 
Schedule A – Acceptable uses in the Central Mixed-Use Area 
Shops (A1) 
Offices used by the public (A2) 
Food and Drink outlets (A3) 
Business (B1) 
Houses and Flats (C3) 
Residential Institutions (C2) 
Hotels (C1) 
Student halls of residence 



Community facilities (D1) 
Leisure and recreation facilities (D2) 
Transport facilities (Including public car and bicycle parking) which are in accordance 
with the Plan’s objectives for Access Transport and Communications. 
 
Policy 34: Design and Amenity Standards 

Planning permission will be granted for new buildings, extensions, alterations or 
refurbishment of existing buildings which meet the following requirements: 

 The scale, massing, height, design, external appearance and facing materials 
to be used in the development must complement the architectural style and 
townscape character of the locality; 

 The siting and layout of any new building or extension must ensure a 
satisfactory physical and functional relationship to adjoining buildings and 
streetscape; 

 The layout and design of the development must take full advantage of any 
natural features of the site or its surroundings; 

 Boundary treatment and landscaping must ensure the maintenance of a high 
standard of visual amenity and an appropriate degree of privacy and should, 
where practicable, contribute to nature conservation; 

 Planting schemes should predominantly use local native species of trees and 
shrubs unless other species are justified for special reasons relating to their 
ornamental or other qualities and the special contribution this will make to a 
particular development; 

 Suitable measures must be taken in the design and layout of the development 
to maximise energy efficiency and security and the design should address the 
issues of suitability and adaptability; 

 The amenities which occupiers of neighbouring properties may reasonable 
expect to enjoy must not be harmed by, or as a result of, the development; 

 The development should meet the standards for vehicles and cycle parking and 
servicing as set out in Appendix B(ii), and make satisfactory provision for 
access by means other than the car.  

 
Policy 36A: Accessibility in New Developments 
Planning permission will not be granted for developments which will create publicly 
accessible open areas but which do not incorporate satisfcatory provision within such 
areas for circulation and access to adjacent buildings by disabled people and others 
whose mobility is impaired. 
 
Policy 36B: Public Amenity and Safety 
Planning permission will be granted for developments which involve the creation of 
publicly accessible open space areas, provided the Local Planning Authority is 
satisfied that: 

 Adequate measures are to be taken to promote a reasonable level of safety, 
security, comfrot and amenity for all people who can be expected to use or visit 
those areas: and, 

 Where development proposals involve the demolition of an existing public 
convenience, developers will be expected to reinstate such provision either as 
part of their development, or adjacent to it.  



 
Policy 55L “Long” Views into and out of the city 
Development proposals will not be permitted where they would obstruct or otherwise 
impinge upon: 

A. Views of the historic hilltop City and/or the Lincoln Edge and Witham gap from: 
1. The A57 and the Eastern bypass (A46), defined by an arc between the 

Boultham Catchwater Drain and Lowfields Farm; 
2. The banks of the Boultham Catchwater Drain where it traverses the 

Skewbridge Swath; 
3. Tritton Road North of its junction with Skellingthorpe Road; 
4. The Witham Valley from the Citys southern Boundary north to Majorie 

Avenue; 
5. The axis of Newark Road (north of Bracebrdige) and the High street; 
6. Sincil Bank; 
7. The south Common and Canwick and Cross O’Cliff Hill; 
8. The line of the Eastern Bypass where it crosses the floor of the Witham Gap; 
9. The city boundary on Greetwell Road; 
10. Along Wragby Road from the crest of Binkers Hill; 
11. The crest of the King George V playing field with Wolsey Way open space; 
12. Along Nettleham Road from its junction with Wolsey Way; 
13. Along Riseholme Road from the City boundary. 

 
B. Viewpoints out from the City from: 

14. The Lincoln Edge at Higson Road, Carline Road, Yarborough Road, Lindum 
Road and Lindum Terrace; 

15. The historic City, including the Catherdrals main tower, the Castles walls 
and observcatory tower and the top of Michaelgate; 

16. Towards the Trent Valley from the South Common and towards the 
Lincolnshire Wolds from King George V Playing Fields. 
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Bus Station 

Proposed Layout 
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Proposed Layout 
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Multi Storey Car Park 

Proposed Layout 
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Proposed Car Park Entrance 

 



Comparative Sections with the Approved Lindongate Scheme 

 



Block A 

Ground Floor Plan 

 

 

 



First Floor Plan 

 

 

 

 



Sincil Street Elevation

 

Elevation from St Mary’s Street 

 



Block B 

Ground Floor Plan 

 



Elevation Fronting St Mary’s Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



East Elevation 
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Tentercroft Street Car Park and Pocket Park 
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Site Photos 

Views towards Sincil Street and proposed Car Park 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Views of the rear of Sincil Street from the existing bus station and proposed car park 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Views towards the existing bus station and new car park

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Long views towards the proposed car park from Pelham Bridge/Broadgate 

 

 

 



 

 

Views towards the existing railway station and the proposed footbridge 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Views of the new east/west link and proposed Tentercroft Street car park 

 



 

 



Views from Uphill Lincoln towards the site 

 

 

 



 

 



Consultee Responses Following Consultation carried out 19th June 2015 

Rail Futures 
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Lincolnshire Police 

 

 
 

LINCOLNSHIRE POLICE 
 

POLICE HEADQUARTERS 

PO Box 999 

LINCOLN  LN5 7PH 

Fax:  (01522) 558128  

DDI:  (01522) 558118 

email  

john.manuel@lincs.pnn.police.uk 

 

 

 

Your Ref: 2015/0498/F 

  16th July 2015 

Our Ref:  

 

 

Lana Meddings 

City Hall, Beaumont Fee, 

Lincoln, LN1 1DF 

Lana.meddings@lincoln.gov.uk  

 

Dear Lana, 

 

Re - Lincoln City Transport Hub, St. Mary’s Street, Lincoln 
 

 

Thank you for your correspondence and the opportunity to comment on the proposed scheme. 
Lincolnshire Police do not have any objections to this development but I would like to make 
the following general recommendations in relation to the safety and security of this 
development. 
 
General Public Realm – Concourse or Plaza. 
 
Terrorist attacks in the UK are a real and serious danger. The terrorist incidents in the 
Haymarket, London on Friday 29th June 2007 and at Glasgow Airport on Saturday 30th June 

mailto:Lana.meddings@lincoln.gov.uk


2007 indicate that terrorists continue to target crowded places; as they are usually locations 
with limited protective security measures and therefore afford the potential for mass fatalities 
and casualties. Furthermore, these incidents identify that terrorists are prepared to use 
vehicles as a method of delivery and will attack sites outside London. 
Many casualties in urban terrorist attacks are caused by flying glass, especially in modern 
buildings, and glazing protection is an important casualty reduction measure. 
 
Extensive research has been carried out on the effects of blast on glass. There are 
technologies that minimise shattering and therefore casualties as well as the cost of re-
occupation. 
 
Anti-shatter film, which holds fragmented pieces of glass together, offers a relatively cheap 
and rapid improvement to existing glazing. If you are building a new structure and are installing 
windows, consider laminated glass (minimum PAS24:2012) 
 
Litter Bins 
 
Avoid the use of litter bins around critical/vulnerable areas of the premises i.e. do not place 
litter bins next to or near glazing, support structures, most sensitive or critical areas and make 
sure they are covered by your CCTV and operators. Ensure that there is additional and prompt 
cleaning in these areas. 
 
Street Furniture 
 
Seating: any designated seating should be of a solid construction and of a single seat/person 
design albeit within a linear bench design. Long single benches should not be used as they 
are likely to encourage and facilitate rough sleeping. 
 
Benches, planters and any low level brick construction should make use of studs and bar to 
prevent the use by skate boarders. 
 
Bollards and Benching. 
 

                                                   
 
 
Review the management of all your litter bins and consider the size of their openings, their 
blast mitigation capabilities and location. Keep the fixtures, fittings and furniture in such areas 
to a minimum - ensuring that there is little opportunity to hide devices?  
 
Cycle storage & Security provision:  Whilst Lincoln is a relatively low crime area we suffer a 
level of cycle thefts therefore – avoid furniture (railings) that might be used as ad hoc cycle 
racks. Ensure that arrangements exist to promptly remove cycles or component parts that are 
left in situ – suitable signage should be deployed to inform user of this process. 
 
To ensure that features in the street or adjacent building interface with the street cannot be 
used or adapted by those engaged in anti-social behaviour. 
  

https://www.broxap.com/street-furnishings/seating/all-steel/ilford.html
https://www.broxap.com/street-furnishings/seating/all-steel/ilford-1207.html


Bus Station 
 

Any fixed bollards should ideally be successfully tested and certified to BS 68:2007 

‘Specification for Vehicle Security Barriers’ 

 

Seating as above – all other planters and street furniture to be designed to avoid creating ad-
hoc seats. Use uneven and varied material surfaces to deter rough sleepers or loitering. 
 

Cycle storage – Cycle-pods – suitable free (or very cheap) cycle storage provision should be 

provided.  

 

Use of capable guardian – during operational hours the various staff members (station 

manager / travel kiosk staff) should be utilised as passive capable guardians within the bus 

station. This would allow open and natural all round surveillance of the bus station and its 

environment. Ensuring that the station manager’s office and kiosk is open (predominantly 

glass walls) and the public can see in and the staff can see out ensuring reassurance and 

response. 

 

Consideration should be given to the point at which pedestrians exit from the railway footbridge 

and cross onto the Bus Station. I have a concern that it is also the immediate turning point into 

the Station for the buses and there exists a potential risk to pedestrians. Some form of 

pedestrian barrier or access control by pedestrian lights may be required?    

 

 Perhaps the bridge ramp should go all the way into the interchange over the road 
without the need for a crossing? 

 

Station Footbridge 

 

This footbridge predominantly falls under the jurisdiction of British Transport Police and I have 

cross referenced to a report by Ashley Bordoy Crime Reduction Advisor /Crime Prevention 

Design Advisor for BTP. 

 

The detail and material considerations as to exact juristriction must be considered at an early 

stage. At which point does the footbridge become the responsibility of East Midlands trains 

and or/ British Transport Police and cross over to Lincolnshire Police for the purposes of 

responsibility and policing inclusive of crime recording and subsequent investigation. 

 

Some of the key issues and concerns regarding the footbridge: 

 



 The inclusion of opaque or coloured glass should not be a fundamental part of the 
design and would impact on the need for significant surveillance both from and on to 
the footbridge for policing and public safety issues. Anything red or green in particular 
is a safety issue. There is a large signal gantry as trains come into the station and 
having a “Rainbow” bridge is something that will likely cause Network Rail to have 
some comment. 
 

 Shutters (should be LPS 1175 specification – Secured by Design)– restricted access 
to platforms outside of operational hours and access to the lift which I understand 
may equally allow users of the railway to avoid the ticket barrier on the bridge. 
 

 Natural and formal surveillance from outside and within footbridge. 
 

 CCTV  
 

 Public intercom – alarm point. 
 

 The issue that this footbridge may not be of sufficient size or structural integrity to 
accommodate large quantities of people during events and peak times such as the 
regular Lincoln City football games and the Lincoln Christmas market which will see 
thousands of people using the footbridge, funnelling pedestrians over the bridge may 
cause some public safety concerns and issues.  

 

Thirdly they do not seem to be aware that the BTP Offices will be moved as they state on 

page 47 of the design and access statement that the only hidden corner will be under the 

footbridge near the BTP offices but as this is in front of a police station ASB is 

unlikely.  There should not be any hidden or dark corners anywhere, regardless of whether 

the BTP office is there or not and especially now we know the office will not be there but the 

exact opposite end of the station.  

 

There is a requirement that CCTV systems provide an effective deterrent and when necessary 
obtain identification images to improve the chance of an offender being identified and 
convicted. 
 
The range and scope of any CCTV system on this site may be directly related to the proposed 
minimum staffing levels (i.e. reception and/or security staff) 
 
Such a scheme should be designed to monitor all vulnerable areas and be fit for purpose. Any 
system should be to a minimum of BS EN 50132-7:2012 CCTV surveillance systems for use 
in security applications. Police Response: BS8418:2010 
 
 A useful reference to help achieve this goal is the CCTV Operational Requirements Manual 
2009 ISBN 978-1-84726-902-7 Published April 2009 by the Home Office Scientific 
Development Branch available at this link CCTV OR Manual  
 

 We will need to ensure that we have sight of detailed CCTV plans and can clearly 
see who will be responsible for which cameras, the city and EMT will have to ensure 
that there is good coverage and that there are no gaps.  We should be able to specify 
what each camera is capable of doing as per our standard output requirement 
document which should be included as an appendix to our recommendations when 
they are submitted.   

http://scienceandresearch.homeoffice.gov.uk/hosdb/publications/cctv-publications/28_09_CCTV_OR_Manual.pdf?view=Standard&pubID=635835


             
Intruder / Attack alarms systems (Commercial Developments) 

 

A suitably designed, fit for purpose, monitored intruder alarm system must be installed. For 

police response, the system must comply with the requirements of the ACPO Security 

Systems policy, which can be at the following link: Security Systems Policy PD 6662:2010 

 
Landscaping 
 

Any landscaping should be kept to a maximum growth height of 1 metre.  Whilst any trees 
should be pruned up to a minimum height of 2 metres, thereby maintaining a clear field of 
vision around the development. Trees when fully grown should not mask any lighting columns 
or become climbing aids. 
 
Lighting 
 

Lighting should be designed to provide a uniform spread of light with clear colour rendition. 
Lighting incorporated within the perimeter protection should be designed including its use with 
CCTV.  Security lighting, such as metal halide units, should be installed in all areas where 
surveillance is considered important, such as entrances, main pedestrian access routes and 
parking facilities. All fittings shall be vandal resistant and positioned out of reach. 
 
Where there is no surveillance, informal or formal, lighting can only assist an offender, in such 
circumstances, appropriate ‘switching off’ of lighting should be considered after staff have left 
designated areas.  
 
Windows 
 
All ground floor windows and those that are easily accessible from the ground must either 
conform to PAS24:2012 ‘Specification for enhanced security performance of casement and tilt 
and turn windows for domestic applications’.  
 
All ground floor and easily accessible glazing should incorporate one pane of laminated glass 

to a minimum thickness of 6.8mm (See Glossary of terms) or glass successfully tested to BS 

EN 356:2000 Glass in building. Security glazing - resistance to manual attack to category P2A 

unless it is protected by a roller shutter or grille as described in paragraphs 52 above.  With 

effect from January 1st 2011 all laminated glass must be certificated to BS EN 356 2000 rating 

P3A unless it is protected by a roller shutter or grille.  

Roller Shutters and Grilles (Commercial developments and Station)  

 

Grilles and shutters can provide additional protection to both internal and external doors and 

windows. The minimum standard for such products, when required, is certification to 

  

 LPS 1175 Security Rating 1 or  

 WCL 2 Burglary Rating 1 



 

For roller shutters, the above minimum security ratings are generally sufficient where: 

 

 a shutter is required to prevent minor criminal damage and glass breakage or 

 the shutter is alarmed and the building is located within a secure development 

with access control and security patrols or 

 the shutter or grille is intended to prevent access into a recess or  

 the door or window to be protected is of a high security standard in its own right. 

Roof and General ventilation / Air Conditioning Systems. 

It is probably that in a development such as this an automated environmental air conditioning 

system may be installed. In this instance it is advised that provision is made for automated 

vents to be alarmed and clearly indicated when open. 

Arson and fire protection 

If arson is identified as one of the potential risk factors in an area the new industrial units or 

warehouses should be designed with arson prevention in mind.  Architects should consult with 

the fire service and insurance specialists and it is recommended that a full cost benefit analysis 

is undertaken to establish the value of installing a sprinkler system.  It is of course possible 

that the nature of the business conducted in the building may require a sprinkler system 

notwithstanding the crime risk.   

If the analysis recommends that a sprinkler system is required then this will become a 

requirement of Secured by Design for certification purposes.  

 

 Measures that the designer should consider to prevent arson include: 

 

 Deterring unauthorised entry onto the site 

 Preventing unauthorised entry into the building 

 Reducing the opportunity for the potential offender to start a fire 

 Reducing the scope for potential fire damage 

Measures that the building occupier should consider to prevent arson include: 

 Ensuring the designer’s in-built measures are put into practice 

 Reducing subsequent losses and disruption to business resulting from a fire by 

preparing a disaster recovery plan 



 The following places of special fire hazard have been identified as such either because of the 

activities in these places could provide opportunity for a fire or the place is or contains 

a valuable resource  

 

 Boiler rooms 

 Storage space for fuel or other highly flammable substances or chemicals 

 Laboratories 

 Other rooms with open heat sources 

 Kitchens 

 Oil filled transformer and switch gear rooms 

 Rooms housing a fixed internal combustion engine 

Residential Development:  (Block B?) 

Communal Areas & Mail Delivery 

Where communal mail delivery facilities are proposed and are to be encouraged with other 

security and safety measures to reduce the need for access to the premises communal letter 

boxes should comply to the following criteria.  

 

 Located at the main entrance within an internal area or lobby (vestibule) covered by 
CCTV or located within an ‘airlock style’ entrance hall. 

 Be of a robust construction (Federation Technical Specification 009 (TS009) 

 Have anti-fishing properties where advised and appropriate. 

 Installed to the manufacturers specifications. 

 Through wall mail delivery can be a suitable and secure method.  
 

Access Control 

In the case of a residential unit between four and nine units that share a communal entrance 

such as this development the entrance doors must include an electronic door release system 

and entry phone linked to each unit. Tradesperson door release buttons are not 

permitted. 

 

Windows 
 
All ground floor windows and those that are easily accessible from the ground must either 
conform to PAS24:2012 ‘Specification for enhanced security performance of casement and tilt 
and turn windows for domestic applications’.  
 
All ground floor and easily accessible glazing should incorporate one pane of laminated glass 

to a minimum thickness of 6.8mm (See Glossary of terms) or glass successfully tested to BS 

EN 356:2000 Glass in building. Security glazing - resistance to manual attack to category P2A 



unless it is protected by a roller shutter or grille as described in paragraphs 52 above.  With 

effect from January 1st 2011 all laminated glass must be certificated to BS EN 356 2000 rating 

P3A unless it is protected by a roller shutter or grille.  

 

External doors 

The secured by design requirement for all dwelling external doors is PAS 24.2012 (doors of 

an enhanced Security) or WCL 1 (WCL 1 is the reference number for PAS 23/24 and is 

published by Warrington Certification Laboratories).  

 

Dwelling Frontages 

As above the boundaries between public and private space should be clearly defined. In 

most housing developments it would be desirable to have frontages that have clear 

surveillance and are open to view. 

 

Use of Bicycles. 

Secure bicycle parking should be made available within an appropriate roofed building (with 

all round surveillance that is within view (no more than 100 metres) of occupied buildings or 

CCTV) with ground bolted cycle stands. Galvanised steel bar construction (min thickness of 

3mm) filled with concrete – minimum foundation 300mm with welded anchor bar. This facility 

should have adequate vandal resistant dedicated energy efficient lamps lighting during hours 

of darkness. www.bikeoff.org/design_resource . A design focussed and inviting cycle 

rack/shed would encourage safe and secure bike use where residents feel confident to leave 

their cycles. If this is not achieved evidence strongly supports that cycle use will be reduced 

and residents will find alternative means to store cycles, i.e. in rooms or corridors. 

 

Multi-Storey Car Park (MSCP) 

All parking facilities should have a clearly defined boundary or perimeter area, if appropriate 

this boundary should include features which would prohibit the unauthorised removal of a 

vehicle from the parking facility. 

Clearly marked routes for both pedestrian safety and vehicular movement should be principles 

of a good public car-park. Signage that clearly indicates to users all relevant information should 

be simple, well designed and clear with contact telephone numbers or communication system 

for users. 

Ensure that there are no recessed doors. 

Consider ‘help points’ within the MSCP. 

Where roller shutters are to be employed they should comply with LPS 1175 grade 2, all 

locking systems should be robust and offer a high level of security. This is particularly relevant 

where ground floor access is available and should be restricted for both vehicles and 

pedestrian users out of operational hours. 

http://www.bikeoff.org/design_resource


Parking bays: should be arranged, where possible to aid natural & formal surveillance. A one 

way circulatory system that is clearly indicated and easy to follow should allow users safe 

passage around the facility.  

Payment machines should be clearly indicated and positioned in well illuminated and visible 

areas ideally benefitting from CCTV surveillance. Payment machines should be emptied 

regularly. 

Dark and unlit passages or recessed areas should be avoided and access ramps and other 

areas should be constructed of and use materials that will deter ‘skateboarding or roller-

blading’  

Objectives: anti-social behaviour; to deter the location from being used by drug users, that 

needles and other drug paraphernalia does not become prevalent in the MSCP.  

Pedestrian Access Points: should be minimised and at points where surveillance is prevalent 

and routes used should be those designated and supervised.  

Further advice and specific guidance can be obtained via the British Parking Associations 

website www.britishparking.co.uk or the Lincolnshire Police Qualified Park Mark assessor 

and/or CPDA. It is recommended that the operators achieved the ‘Park-Mark’ Safer Parking 

award and become members of that scheme. (It is noted that Lincoln City Council car parks 

already hold this award and I would expect that the new facility to continue this trend) 

Lighting 

Lighting has a great effect on the commission of crime; increased and appropriate lighting in 

areas of darkness can reduce the public’s fear of crime and reduce the opportunity for an 

offender to commit crime. As much use as possible should be made of natural light and general 

natural surveillance  

The position of lighting columns and infrastructure should not be positioned to provide access 

of climbing aids, and all cabling and equipment should be positioned in such a way as to 

prevent the opportunity for interference and/or criminal damage. 

Lighting should be to BS 5489 Part 9.  

There is a the potential for the MSCP to be used by non-vehicular users for recreational 

activities such as ‘skateboarding’ and therefore suitable devices and design alternatives 

should be considered to mitigate against such use.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information or clarification on 
the above. 

Yours sincerely 

 
John Manuel 

Force Crime Prevention Design Advisor 

john.manuel@lincs.pnn.police.uk  

 

http://www.britishparking.co.uk/
mailto:john.manuel@lincs.pnn.police.uk


British Transport Police 

 

 

 
British Transport Police 

 

Nottingham Station 

1 Queen’s Road 

Nottingham NG2 3AS 

Mob: 07880 177486 

Email: 

ashley.bordoy@btp.pnn.police.uk 

 

 

 

Your Ref: 2015/0498/F 

  29th July 2015 

Our Ref:  

 

 

Lana Meddings 

City Hall, Beaumont Fee, 

Lincoln, LN1 1DF 

Lana.meddings@lincoln.gov.uk  

 

Dear Lana, 

 

Re - Lincoln City Transport Hub, St. Mary’s Street, Lincoln 

 

I am writing to you with regards to the proposed development for a new transport hub within 

Lincoln, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the scheme. British Transport Police do 

not object to the proposed development taking place but I have made the following 

recommendations with regards to safety and security for both railway users and the general 

public.  

 

Overview of Recommendations 

This list is an overview of my recommendations the Lincoln City Transport Hub, more details 

can be found in the subsequent sections. 

mailto:Lana.meddings@lincoln.gov.uk


 

 Network Rail to be consulted regarding the stained glass windows on the railway bridge for 
safety reasons. 

 Any coloured glass should not be dark and restrict views, should be transparent enough to 
clearly see and out. 

 Shutters conforming to LPS 1175 to be installed on the station footbridge ramps. 

 Lifts should be placed behind ticket barriers so they cannot be used to circumnavigate the 
barriers. 

 East Midlands Trains should make promises regarding staffing levels on the bridge. 

 Two centre lifts on bridge should be closed when the station is closed, end lifts will remain 
open but who is on hand to provide assistance? 

 Help points should be present on the footbridge. 

 Hidden corner mentioned on page 46 of the design and access statement should not be 
present, BTP office is moving to the other side of the station. 

 Ramp exit off bridge towards bus station is not safe due to the proximity of what will be a very 
busy bus station, large numbers use the railway station at different times of the year and their 
safety will be at risk. 

 Little trespass in the area needs to be maintained and the security of the railway not 
compromised by the new bridge footings. 

 Designated seating should be of single seating design. 

 Trees should be kept to a minimum of 2 metres and other landscaping to higher then 1 metre. 
Vegetation should not cover lighting or be a climbing aid. 

 Detailed CCTV plans to be provided to myself in British Transport Police, the CCTV must 
conform to the standard output requirements detailed below. 

Station Footbridge 

 

It is believed the footbridge will fall under the scope of British Transport Police but the detail 

as to exact jurisdiction must be considered at an early stage as there will become a point 

which is the cross over from British Transport Police to Lincolnshire Police for the purposes 

of safety and security including the recording of crime and any subsequent investigations. 

The key issues and concerns are highlighted below: 

 

 Network Rail will need consultation on the proposed stained glass window for the railway 
bridge (they are aware and I am awaiting feedback). The coloured glass should not be 
necessary part of the bridge design for public safety issues. Anything red or green close to 
railway is likely to be particular causes for concern due to the potential of these being 
mistaken for overhead signals and will likely cause Network Rail to comment on this issue. 
 

 Any coloured glass used should not be dark enough to restrict views in and out of the bridge, 
it must be transparent enough so people can clearly see in and out. Ideally clear glass would 
be used for this development for much better natural and formal surveillance from outside and 
within the footbridge. 
 

 Good quality shutters conforming to LPS1175 should be installed so that the ramps off the 
bridge down to the station platforms can be closed off out of station hours to prevent all 
persons accessing the platforms and railway when the station is closed. 
 

 From the plans, it looks like it possible to avoid the ticket barriers by using the lifts to access 
the platform, thereby circumnavigating the ticket barriers. The lifts should be placed behind 
the ticket barriers as to not compromise the safety and security of the railway.  
 

 East Midlands Trains should be making promises on the staffing levels for the bridge which 
should be in place prior to building work starting. Sufficient resources need to be in place for 



the ticket barriers located on the bridge and for public safety reasons. If the barriers are not 
manned then it is likely that these barriers will be left open leaving access open to all. Staff 
should also be present to assist with the operation of the lifts. 
 

 The bridge will be a public right of way open 24/7 whilst the station does close at night, the 
two centre lifts that lead to the platforms should be closed as soon as the station is closed. 
The end lifts will remain open to provide access to the bus station but who will be on hand to 
assist with the lift during out of station hours and to deter misuse of the lifts? 
 

 Help points should be present on the bridge with an emergency button to connect straight to 
the train operating companies control centre. These help points should also be covered by 
CCTV linking in with the control centre so the operator can see the person making the call. 
 

 Page 46 of the design and access statement declares that “Hidden corners are minimised, 
the only area where there is potentially a hidden corner being outside of the British Transport 
Police offices under the new footbridge, however due to the nature of the adjacent use it is 
unlikely to give rise to antisocial behaviour in this particular location.” There should not be any 
hidden or dark corners anywhere regardless of adjacent building usage. Please be aware that 
the British Transport Police office will not be at that location soon and will be moved to the 
opposite end of the station so the potential hidden corner will need to be designed out. 
 

 We think having persons come off the bridge and cross the road to reach the bus station is 
wrong as the road they have to cross is the same road that buses will be using to access the 
interchange which we believe is not safe. Is it possible for the bridge to extend slightly so the 
ramp is on the interchange side of the road without the need for a crossing? Due to the large 
crowds that sometimes exit the railway station (for example Christmas Market), it is not safe 
for large numbers of people coming off the bridge so close to the road. 
 

 There is very little trespass at the moment at and in the vicinity of the railway station and we 
hope to keep it that way. The existing wall is high and appears to be very effective at keeping 
persons off the railway, and changes to the new bridge footings must be looked at carefully to 
keep up the effectiveness of the current wall. 
 

 

Station Plaza 

The area is known to have a problem with homeless people along with alcohol related ASB. 

There is a risk that the plaza, along with the footbridge, could become a focus for rough 

sleeping and begging.  

 

 Designated seating should be single seating design within a linear bench to discourage rough 
sleeping. 
 

 Trees should be kept to a minimum height of 2 metres whilst all landscaping planting should 
be no higher to then 1 metre to maintain a clear field of vision. Ne vegetation should not cover 
any lighting or become climbing aids. 
 
 

CCTV 

 British Transport Police would like sight of detailed CCTV plans which also show clearly who 
will be responsible for which cameras. Both East Midlands Trains and Lincoln City Council will 
need to ensure that there is good quality coverage with no gaps. Please see Appendix A 
below for British Transport Police standard output requirements for railway stations. More 
information is available in the document entitled “BTP CCTV Output requirements v1.4”, 
please contact me if required. 



 

 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information or clarification on 

the above. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Ashley Bordoy 4838 

Crime Prevention Design Advisor 

British Transport Police 

 

Appendices 

 

Appendix A      Table 1 Station CCTV systems 

 

Relevant Area of Station  % of Floor 

Coverage 

Image Quality Frame Rate Target  

     

Secure Doors / Lift Doors / Public Toilet Doors / 

Waiting Room Doors / Left Luggage Doors 

n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject entering or leaving 

area 

Ticket Office Windows & (Staffed) Information / 

Help Desks / Left Luggage Desks 

n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise subject at ticket window and 

detail of subject taking place 

Booking Halls & General Concourse / Lobby / 

Open Areas  

95 Detect  1 to 4 To track subjects as they move through an 

area for continuity purposes and to monitor 

crowds (Live).  

Platforms (General View)  95 Detect  1 to 4 To track subjects as they move through an 

area for continuity purposes and to monitor 

crowds (Live).  

Platforms (Train Entry End & Track – LUL)  95 Recognise  8 to 12 To provide sufficient detail of anyone leaving 

the platform onto the track.  

Ticket Barriers (Gate Lines)  n/a  Identify  5 to 7 To capture ID quality images of subjects 

passing through these areas in both 

directions.  

Ticket Machines, ATMs, Photo Booths & Public 

Phone Kiosks  

n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To provide sufficient detail of subjects using 

and standing in the immediate vicinity of 

these facilities  

Passageways, Subways & Footbridges (General 

View)  

95 Detect  5 to 7 To track subjects as they move through an 

area for continuity purposes and to monitor 

crowds (Live).  



Cross Passageways -Platform to Platform (LUL)  95 Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject using the passageway 

who may not pass another camera when 

changing trains.  

Escalators & Stairways (General View)  95 Detect  1 to 4 To track subjects as they move through an 

area for continuity purposes and to monitor 

crowds (Live).  

Escalators & Stairways (Beginning and End)  95 Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject at the top and bottom 

of these areas.  

Passenger Assistance and Alarm Points (Help 

Points)  

n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject at the help point and 

provide detail of what is happening in the 

immediate vicinity.  

Lift Interiors / Waiting Rooms  95 Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject and the activity / 

interaction taking place within the area.  

Station Entrances / Exits (Pedestrian)  n/a  Identify  8 to 12 To capture ID quality images of suspects 

passing through in both directions 

Station Entrances / Exits (Vehicle)  n/a  ANPR Quality  ANPR Quality  To provide ANPR quality images and overview 

of the vehicle 

Cycle Racks  95 Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject and activity taking 

place 

Taxi Ranks / Drop Off Points (Pedestrian /vehicle)  95 Observe  5 to 7 Overview of activity taking place - which 

vehicle collected/dropped off subject? 

Bin Areas  n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To recognise a subject and activity taking 

place 

Staff Walkways (e.g. to Signal Boxes)  95 Observe  1 to 4 Detect unauthorised ingress 

Station Forecourts / Frontage  95 Detect  1 to 4 Track subject movement for continuity and 

for [live] crowd control  

 

 Table 2 Station car park CCTV systems 

 

Relevant Area of Car Park  % of Floor 

Coverage  

Image Quality  Frame Rate 

(fps)  

Target  

     

Car Park Entrances and Exits (Pedestrians – at pinch 

points)  

n/a  Identify  8 to 12 To capture ID quality images of subjects 

entering the car park.  

Car Park Entrances and Exits (Vehicle)  n/a  ANPR Quality  ANPR Quality  To capture ANPR quality images of a vehicle 

license plate and an over-view of the vehicle.  

Car Park Overviews  95 Detect  1 to 4 To track subjects as they move through an 

area for continuity purposes and to monitor 

vehicle movements and activity.  

Pay & Display Ticket Machines  n/a  Recognise  5 to 7 To provide sufficient detail of subjects using 

and standing in the immediate vicinity of these 

facilities.  
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Consultee Responses Following Consultation carried out 17th September 2015 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ref: 2015/0498/F 

Our ref: 166058 

 

 

 Hornbeam House 

 Crewe Business Park 

 Electra Way 

 Crewe 

 Cheshire 

 CW1 6GJ 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

Thank you for your consultation. 

 

Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the 

natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future 

generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.  

 

Natural England has previously commented on this proposal and made comments to the authority in 

our letter dated 09 July 2015. 

 

The advice provided in our previous response applies equally to this amendment although we made 

no objection to the original proposal. 

 

Should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects its impact on the natural 

environment then, in accordance with Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities 

Act 2006, Natural England should be consulted again.  Before sending us the amended consultation, 

please assess whether the changes proposed will materially affect any of the advice we have 

previously offered.  If they are unlikely to do so, please do not re-consult us. 

Yours  faithfully, 

Rachel Bowden 



Technical Support Adviser 

Natural England 

Technical Services, Consultations Team 

Hornbeam House 

Crewe Business Park 

Electra Way 

Crewe 

Cheshire, CW1 6GJ 

 

Tel: 0300 060 3900 

Email:  consultations@naturalengland.org.uk 

 

www.gov.uk/natural-england 

 

Natural England offers two chargeable services - the Discretionary Advice Service, which provides 

pre-application and post-consent advice on planning/licensing proposals to developers and 

consultants, and the Pre-submission Screening Service for European Protected Species mitigation 

licence applications. These services help applicants take appropriate account of environmental 

considerations at an early stage of project development, reduce uncertainty, the risk of delay and 

added cost at a later stage, whilst securing good results for the natural environment. 

  

For further information on the Discretionary Advice Service see here  

For further information on the Pre-submission Screening Service see here 

 

 

 

mailto:consultations@naturalengland.org.uk
http://www.gov.uk/natural-england
https://www.gov.uk/discretionary-advice-service-get-advice-on-planning-proposals-affecting-the-natural-environment-in-england
https://www.gov.uk/pre-submission-screening-service-advice-on-planning-proposals-affecting-protected-species


 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Response on the to Lincoln Transport Hub Scheme 
 
By: Dave Hallgath & Ron Gatepain. Portland Street Improvement Group 
 
Introduction 
 
This paper is in response to an invitation by Lincoln City Council for people to respond to Lincoln 
Transport Hub Scheme Ref No 2015/0498/F. 
 
This paper outlines the factors that affect the residents of the Sincil Area, Lincoln with regard to the 
standard of life within that area and the numerous consultations participated in over many years. 
 
Background 
 
The residents of Portland Street, Cross Street, Kesteven Street and Sincil Bank area of Lincoln have 
for more than 20 years continually raised concerns about the negative factors affecting them 
particularly the impact of traffic. They have, on numerous occasions, highlighted the high volumes of 
pollution, related illnesses amongst the residents, such as heart disease and breathing conditions 
and premature deaths that have been recorded in Park Ward. They have also documented the noise 
and disturbed sleep and the damage that traffic has caused to the buildings. Previously produced 
reports have also raised concerns about the dangerous road conditions particularly with respect to 
children and the infirm. Over the years the residents’ concerns regarding pollution, have been 
dismissed by the authorities by informing residents’ that although the volume of vehicles has 
increased they should not be worried, “as new technology in vehicles is reducing pollution”. 
 
Previous Plans and Reports 
 
Following a complaint to the ombudsman in 1998 regarding the detrimental impact of heavy 
vehicles using the residents’ streets to gain unrestricted access to the Great Northern Terrace 
Industrial Estate and Pelham Bridge. Lincoln City Council declared that the area of Portland Street, 
Cross Street, Kesteven Street and Sincil Bank area was to become “Special Policy Zone”. The City 
Council recognised the environmental problems that are caused to the occupiers of properties in the 
area of Portland Street, Cross Street, Kesteven Street and Sincil Bank area by the use of heavy 
vehicles accessing the Great Northern Terrace area and undertook to commission a thorough study 
to assess the situation and what traffic management measures can be adopted. 
 
South High Street Area Placecheck Report 2001 
 
South High Street Area Placecheck Report 2001 was undertaken with professional support from 
Lichfield Planning (now Globe Planning). The project area include the High Street from South Park 
Roundabout to St Marys Street but did not exclude other parts of the area. Streets beyond the High 



Street that are particularly in need of early action include Portland Street, Dixon Street and Altham 
Terrace. The suggestions for action listed below, all come from people taking part in the South High 
Street Placecheck. 
 
• There needs to be a comprehensive and integrated scheme to reduce traffic and the pollution, 
noise and disruption associated with it.  
• The single greatest source of concern to people who have been taking part in the 2001 Placecheck 
has been traffic and its harmful effects on the local environment and quality of life.  
• Many of the detailed action points in this report are therefore related to a desire to civilize traffic 
in this area.  
• Declining quality of the local environment, social and economic problems affecting many people in 
the South High Street Area community.  
• A need for social and economic and environment issues in the area to be tackled in a joined up 
way. 
 
Our City Our Future (Lincoln Local Strategic Partnership 2005 
 
The residents from Park Ward attended the Community Plan meetings and again highlighted the 
concerns that the residents had expressed over many months of meetings.  
 
This plan was an acknowledgment of the known poor quality of life issues and inequality that were 
highlighted by the residents and councillor that attended the meetings. 
 
Under the title of a" Vision for Lincoln: It says.......A well run, creative city of sustainable 
neighbourhoods, the priorities to achieve this have been identified as "By 2015 we will have made 
sure that every person lives near to clean and safe open space. By 2015 Lincoln will be recognised 
for the quality and equality of life experienced by all residents. Promote the wellbeing of all 
members of the community by reversing the decline of neighbourhoods, ensuring social inclusion 
and working to narrow the gap between those experiencing the richest and poorest quality of life. 
By 2015 we will have increased life expectancy to the national average and reduced premature 
death,”… and so on. As the most recent Drivers report has highlighted life has got considerable 
worst for the residents of Park Ward over the last ten years. 
 
Sincil Area Placecheck Report 2005 
 
The Sincil Area Placecheck report was carried out by the local community. For the local community, 
initiated by Sincil Area Action Group (SAAG) and facilitated by LCDP (Lincoln Community 
Development Project) Again, with professional support from Lichfield Planning (now Globe Planning) 
The aim was to develop a shared vision and an effective action plan to improve this part of Lincoln, 
primarily for the benefit of the people who spend much of their lives in the Sincil area-people who 
live, work, learn and play in the area. 
 
A number of concerns were expressed 
• The place is neglected – or largely ignored. Little seems to be done to care for the streets and 
other public areas.  
• Street cleaning and street lighting are poor-the whole area looks dingy and neglected. Why do 
people in this area have to make do with a third rate environment. 
• The area is treated like a sponge-it’s expected simply to soak up a wide range of pressures, 
changes and problems without proper recognition of the need to invest in the things the area and 
the community need in order to cope with this situation. 



• There are particular needs and pressures arising from the number of multiple-occupied houses and 
because a substantial part of the community is “transient” but this does not seem to be recognized – 
or if it is, the responses often seem inadequate. 
• Children seem to get a particularly rough deal –The only equipped play area is right next to the 
busiest, most polluting road in the County. There is very little open space within the area and 
children’s play and social needs generally seem to get little attention.  
• Traffic and parking problems are still not being considered in a” joined- up” way- impacts on local 
people and their home environment don’t seem to be thought about enough when traffic and 
parking restrictions are imposed- parking restriction here are really part of traffic management for 
the city as a whole, so why are local people expected to pay to park in the streets where they live 
and work? 
 
This report took over four years of resident’s time of monthly meetings to complete. 
 
The contribution that the Sincil Area community makes towards Lincoln becoming a more 
sustainable city must be recognized. This is crucial so that local authorities and other public agencies 
take proper account of the wider benefits of investing to make this a place where people are happy 
to live when spending and investment decisions are made 
 
Another factor is that if residents feel their concerns are being ignored or they are not being listen to 
there is a danger of them become disaffected or radicalized. 
 
Sincil Area Placecheck Report 2009 
 
In 2009 Another Placecheck report was completed with exactly the same issues being raised that 
were expressed in previous reports. Regarding the impact of traffic, the report stated “Portland 
Street is very multicultural, very smart but spoilt by the amount of very heavy traffic cutting through 
to the Great Northern Terrace and Canwick Road”. 
 
Local Government and Public Health Act 2009 
 
Section 138 of the Local Government and Public Health Act came into effect on 1April 2009. It 
imposes a duty on all local authorities and best value authorities to involve local representatives 
when carrying' out any of its functions' by providing information, consulting or 'involving' in any 
other way'. Best value authorities include fire and rescue authorities, national park authorities, 
passenger transport authorities, and such like. Authorities must consult a balanced selection of 
individuals, groups, businesses or organisations the authority considers likely to be affected by, or 
have an interest in the authority's function. 
 
The duty is scoped widely -it applies to the delivery of services policy and decision making. 
Authorities will also need to consider how organisations to whom they contract out work will adhere 
to the principle underpinning the duty.  
 
Furthermore, authorities must not discriminate in the way they inform, consult or involve local 
people. They must promote equal opportunities for people to engage and get involved. 
 
2009 Police Forum 
 
The Lincolnshire police arranged a meeting with the residents from around the streets of Sincil Bank 
to find out what concerns the community had within the area. Volume and speed of traffic in 
Portland Street was found to be a big concern to the residents that attended the meeting. The 



Lincolnshire police arranged to carry out an Archer Traffic Survey although the survey didn’t find 
speed a problem, it did identify that in excess of 7000 vehicles a day were passing residents homes 
and a high proportion of these vehicle are heavy diesel fuelled commercial lorries accessing the 
industrial estate.  
 
Lincolnshire County Council Consultation  
 
During the summer of 2012 Lincolnshire County Council talked to Lincolnshire residents about the 
concept of the Big Society which involved local people taking control of local issues and services. This 
was based on feedback from communities and partner organisations. It builds on the Councils 2009 
Community Engagement and Empowerment Strategy and other engagement strategy from across 
the county. 
 
The objective being to make sure communities can influence control and own decisions and services 
that shape the county in which they live and work. This would enable the authority to ensure that 
services work better and are based on communities needs protecting lifestyle whilst promoting 
community wellbeing and resilience. 
 
This strategy identifies how effective community engagement can achieve this and underpin the key 
areas of joint work with partner organisations. It is supported by a series other documents for staff 
to use that helps to plan engagement and choose particular consultation and engagement tools to 
suit the needs of the people. 
 
Community engagement is defined as an ongoing regular dialogue. It differs from consultation, 
which is a one off exercise used to exchange views on a particular subject. Lincolnshire County 
Council, have stated the important for everyone to have the opportunity to engage and have their 
say on local issues that affect or interest them.  
 
2014 Community First 
 
Not satisfied with three Placecheck Reports numerous consultations, police forums, community 
travel zone meetings and the shocking “Drivers Report” which identified extreme cases of poverty 
and deprivation in Park Ward. Lincoln City Council, at great cost to the tax payer (£50 odd thousand 
we think) carried out its own consultation, they posted two thousand consultation documents to a 
random selection of Park Ward residents. Part of the survey asked each respondent to tell the 
council 5 things that would improve where they lived. The main factors were: 
 
No 1 Priority Reduce Litter and Graffiti 
No2 Reduce crime and anti-social behaviour 
No3 Mend the Roads and Pavements. 
No 4 reduce the level of traffic congestion and pollution No 5 improve local green spaces and parks. 
 
Other priorities chosen by the respondents themselves in the 2014 Community First Survey, were: 
 
• parking, 
• dog fouling, 
• local facilities, 
• tree pruning, 
• drainage footpaths issues 
• street lighting.  
 



All of these priorities were identified as being issues in all the previous Placecheck Reports.  
 
2014 Community First consultation Report was an overall plan to improve the wellbeing of the City's 
communities in economic social and environmental terms. The report also identified that premature 
mortality and health inequality are particularly significant. (Life expectancy almost 20 years less in 
Park Ward compared to Forum Ward North Hykeham, less than three miles away.  
 
The time given by residents over many months and years, often involving getting baby sitters or 
carers in at a personnel cost to attend such meeting, can lead to people becoming disaffected and in 
extreme cases becoming radicalized as they feel excluded from mainstream society. Many residents 
that attended meetings would only attend if they could be guaranteed an escort home after the 
meetings. Lincoln City Councils Community First Survey identified that only 33% of Sincil Area 
residents felt very safe walking around the streets of PARK Ward during daylight hours. This only 
increased to 47% feeling very safe when they were with other people. 
 
Health Issues 
 
Lincoln became one of the first fifty places in the UK to sign up as a British Heart Foundation (BHF) 
Heart City. 
 
As well as raising awareness of heart disease in Lincoln, the BHF will be offering residents a raft of 
support services including school initiatives, workplace health and lifestyle information resources. 
The Councillor Portfolio Holder for Recreational Services and Health at Lincoln City Council explained 
why Lincoln has joined this initiative. He stated that: 
 
“Heart disease is a significant problem in Lincoln. There are huge differences in a person’s chances of 
suffering from heart disease depending on where they live in the city. The addressing of these 
disparities, must be one of the Authorities priorities as is it to reduce poverty and disadvantage – 
this includes health disadvantages”. 
 
The Town and Country Planning Association 
 
The Planning Association have acknowledged that planners have a key role to play in reuniting public 
health with planning decisions. The very foundation of the planning system was to work with their 
public health colleagues and try to improve the health of the population. In the 19th century 
Planners transformed the lives of millions of working people in the UK who previously would have 
died an early death from various diseases exasperated by poor housing sanitation and diet, and of 
course the terrible poor air quality and smog that was damaging people’s health right up until the 
late sixties. The new problem now is the same, poor air quality is affecting people’s health and life 
expectancy, but this time the pollution noise and disruption is from traffic, once again the poorest 
people living in the poorest environments are the victims.  
 
At a meeting by the Planning Association held in Lincoln that was attended by members of Lincolns 
Planning Department, the association emphasised that Planners must reconnect with the “Wellbeing 
of People and Places in planning decisions”. 
 
Public Transport 
 
The new road being constructed along Tendercroft Street will, on completion, relieve many of the 
problems for the residents along much of Portland Street but will not do so for those at the Cannick 
Road end.  



 
One way of reducing the number of buses along this area of road would be to have buses terminate 
on both Tentercroft Street and St Mary's Street. The Tentercroft Street buses can access both the 
North West and the South West side of Lincoln including High Street without the need to cross 
either the railway crossing or Pelham Bridge.  
 
The buses terminating in St Mary's Street can access both the North and South East of Lincoln via 
Pelham Bridge and Broadgate and also access Wigford Way without the need to cross the High 
Street railway crossings or pass residents homes in Cross Street and Portland Street. Both options 
would avoid the need for them to pass residents homes for 18 hours every day. 
 
This plan will mean passengers arrive and depart either south or north of the railway station, 
depending on their destination, it will dilute pollution and congestion and will serve both Lincoln's 
residents and businesses in a fairer way. The access over the railway station could be more than just 
a bridge, for example a waiting and information room, possibly refreshments and viewing and tourist 
information. Such a bridge could also give joint access to the railway platforms.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The resident of the Sincil area have for over a decade campaigned to improve the living conditions in 
their area. They acknowledge the work that has been done to divert traffic from parts of Portland 
Street and urge that this continues by removing the prospect of increasing traffic at the Canwick 
Road end of Portland Street by introducing the termination of buses on the south side of the railway 
station in Tentercroft Street and providing bridge access across the railway.  
 
This is an ideal opportunity to complete the improvement of the area and pave the way for a raising 
of the standards for residents throughout the area. 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

linda.chandler@btp.pnn.police.uk 
 
 

 

 Director of Development & 

Environmental Services 

John Latham BA (Hons) 

City Hall, Beaumont Fee 

Lincoln, LN1 1DF 

Telephone: (01522) 881188 

Facsimile: (01522) 567934 

E-mail: developmentteam@lincoln.gov.uk 

Minicom: 01522 873693 

www.lincoln.gov.uk 

 

Development Team is dealing with this 

matter 

Direct Dial  (01522) 873738 

Our Ref: 2015/0498/F 

Letter ID: 287014  

  Date: 17 September 2015 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 

CONSULTATION ON APPLICATION FOR PLANNING PERMISSION 

LOCATION:  Land bounded by Sincil Street, Waterside South, Melville Street, 

Tentercroft Street and High Street, Lincoln 

I am writing to advise you that an application for Planning Permission has been 

received for the proposals listed below. Your observations are requested and should 

be entered in the space provided below and returned to the Development Team as 

soon as possible and in any case not later than 08 October 2015. After that date the 

Local Planning Authority will proceed to make their decision on the application. If you 

wish to discuss the application please contact the Development Team on the above. 

You can now view the application form and plans online by visiting the website 

mailto:linda.chandler@btp.pnn.police.uk
mailto:developmentteam@lincoln.gov.uk
http://www.lincoln.gov.uk/


www.lincoln.gov.uk under Living in Lincoln > Planning and Building Control > Existing 

planning applications and appeals. 

TYPE OF APPLICATION: Full Planning 

APPLICANT: City of Lincoln 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL: Demolition of existing bus station buildings, 

existing pedestrian footbridge between St Mary’s Street and the Tentercroft Street 

car park, the single storey railway station store/outbuilding and the existing station 

footbridge connecting the platforms within Lincoln Central railway station. Erection of 

a new bus station, multi-storey public car park, new pedestrian footbridge over the 

railway connecting the areas north and south of the railway station as well as the 

platforms; surface car parking; two four storey buildings comprising 6250sqm of 

ground floor retailing with residential apartments over (Block A) and Offices (Block 

B); revised layout of roads and accesses; landscaping of the public realm (REVISED 

PLANS). 

Yours faithfully 

 

MR K MANNING 

PLANNING MANAGER 

YOUR OBSERVATIONS: 

I do not object to the proposal going ahead. Please see observations/recommendations below: 

1:  I am happy that automatic shutters will be installed at the gateline on the bridge so the station 

will be closed and locked during out of hours periods. Also, the installation of monitored CCTV as 

part of the council system is good to see along with the agreement that BTP/NWR will be able to 

access if required.  

2: I believe there should be an officially installed pedestrian crossing of some type installed between 

the railway station and the new bus station. Currently anyone wishing to cross between the two 

stations has to look over their shoulder to view any vehicles that may be turning around the corner. 

3: The British Transport Police station is moving to the other side of the station building (from the 

east to the west), it may be wise to move the marked BTP parking to the other side of the car park. 

4: Boundaries need to be considered and drawn with regards to which areas BTP or Lincolnshire 

Police will cover. For example who will cover the bridge and the south car park (Tentercroft) seems 

to be split in two between NWR and a shopper car park, will BTP cover the NWR car park and 

Lincolnshire cover the shoppers car park. 

5:  Although glass colours are still to be agreed on the bridge, advice should be sought from Network 

Rail so as to not interfere with signalling colours that are in use on the railway. 

Regards 

Ash 

http://www.lincoln.gov.uk/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 



 



 

 


